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INTRODUCTION
Financial education is defined by the OECD as “the process by which financial
consumers/investors improve their understanding of financial products, concepts
and risks and, through information, instruction and/or objective advice, develop the
skills and confidence to become more aware of financial risks and opportunities, to
make informed choices, and to take other effective actions to improve their financial
well-being” (2005).
The objective of financial education programs is to provide basic financial knowledge
(literacy). Since the financial crisis in 2008, financial literacy has been globally
acknowledged as a key life skill and as an important element of economic and
financial stability and development. Thus, over the past years, countries all over the
world have become increasingly concerned about the level of financial literacy of
their citizens: a better financial literacy skill could have positive effects not only on
a personal level but also on economic and financial stability.
This guide aims to become a tool to support adult educators on issues related to
financial literacy. This guide highlights the relationship between levels of financial
literacy with certain cultural aspects that exist between the cultures of marginalized
communities, serving to adapt training to the needs of these communities.
For this reason, this guide is structured in three sections that intend to provide
answers to the different needs related to the financial education of merged
collectives.

̶

Section 1: Summary of findings analysis of financial cultural norms among
marginalised communities in partner countries.

̶

Section 2: Taxonomy of financial literacy terminology.

̶

Section 3: Best practice guide on intervention techniques to increase financial
literacy amongst marginalised communities.
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1. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL
CULTURAL NORMS AMONG MARGINALISED
COMMUNITIES IN PARTNER COUNTRIES.
In this section of the guide, the main findings of the research carried out by each of
the partners in their country are presented. This research was carried out with the
aim of finding the relationship between level of financial literacy and the cultural
norms of marginalized groups. The research was carried out in each of the FLIMCO
project’s partners’ countries and has been organised in two ways:
1. Information was collected on the financial education framework in each country at
the local, regional and national levels.
2. Questions were asked to adult education professionals working with the project’s
target groups through a questionnaire.
The main results obtained from the research are presented below, will help us to
develop the next steps of the project. Relevant information has been obtained to
understand the reality of each of the countries in relation to financial literacy and the
cultural norms of marginalised communities, which will help us to adjust the rest of
the materials developed within the FLIMCO project to the characteristics of the
project target groups and the needs of the professionals who work with these people
on a daily basis.
The results we obtained will also allow us to carry out a comparative analysis of the
different levels of skills and knowledge of the participating countries, drawing
conclusions with a wider dimension, which helps us to adjust the materials to each
of the analysed environments, and to be able to disseminate this methodology to the
rest of the EU countries.
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1.1 FRAMEWORK COMPARATIVE REPORT
Financial literacy is a combination of financial knowledge, skills, attitudes and
behaviours necessary to make proper financial decisions, based on personal
circumstances, to improve financial wellbeing. Thus, it refers to people’s acquisition
of knowledge and skills, and the confidence to handle and manage their personal
finances.
Financial literacy frameworks can differ between countries depending on the
economic situation and the educational policies. In this report, we will compare the
financial literacy situation in the five participant countries in the FLIMCO project:
Spain, Italy, Austria, Poland and United Kingdom.
The objective of the FLIMCO project is to improve the financial literacy of
marginalised communities, thus, this comparative report of all the participating
countries will show the diverse situations regarding financial literacy and their
differences, which will allow us to create and develop relevant, adapted materials to
achieve the purposes of the project.
This framework report will be divided in to several sections: a brief contextualisation
of partner countries, financial literacy measures at national level, financial literacy
measures at regional level, financial literacy measures at local level, what can be
done to improve financial literacy within each country’s context and finally, the
conclusions.

Countries Contextualization
The countries contextualisation is a brief overview of the financial literacy situation
in each of the five countries participating in the project: Spain, Italy, Austria, Poland
and United Kingdom.
In Spain, financial literacy is not treated separately but included in the economic
education curriculum in schools, in a more general way. Nonetheless, Spain is
improving its financial education, and more financial initiatives are appearing and
growing.
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In Italy, as well, the importance of financial literacy is widely acknowledged, but the
gender gap between males and females is also a point to be considered, as well as
the regional differences which exist in the different parts of the country.
In Austria, the situation regarding financial literacy points to clear knowledge gaps
among the Austrian population. However, these vary substantially among different
socio-economic groups. Knowledge gaps become especially visible among women,
younger and older people as well as those with a low level of education. Compared
to the OECD pilot study, Austrian respondents were above average and appear to
have relatively good financial knowledge.
In Poland, the research company Maison & Partners conducted a nationwide review
of research into financial knowledge among Polish population, in 2017. The results
indicated that Poland has the lowest level of financial knowledge among all OECD
countries.
The United Kingdom is relatively well-versed in financial literacy and is making large
strides to increase the capacity of financial literacy within schools and educational
institutions. Despite this positive situation, according to research carried out by ING
Group for Personal Finance Education Group, just 5% of UK adults believe that young
people are currently leaving school with the financial skills and knowledge they need
to manage their finances.
In Spain and Italy, the situation is quite similar since financial literacy is not
something that is being taken into account as being very important in education and
curriculums. Moreover, in Italy we can also observe an obvious gender gap. Poland
does not present very good situation, as the place where financial literacy ranks as
being at the lowest level in Europe. In Austria the situation is lightly better but there
still exist knowledge gaps when we talk about different social groups. And finally,
the UK seems to be the country showing the best development of financial literacy.

Financial Literacy Measures at National / Government Level
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We can find different financial literacy measures at national level when we analyse
the five countries.
The principal network which deals with financial literacy in Spain is Red Española
Educación Financiera (Spanish Financial Literacy Network), but an education plan
focused specifically on financial literacy does exists: The Spanish Financial Literacy
Plan created by the Bank of Spain and the CNMV (National Stock Market
Commission). This plan provides a framework for the development of initiatives in
financial education at national level and defines the lines of action for carrying them
out.
In Italy in 2016, the Italian National Strategy for Financial Education was established,
which, according to the International Network on Financial Education (INFE),
mandates the importance of working to improve the financial literacy of all citizens.
In Austria, in 2015 the Ministry for Education, Science and Research released the
"General Decree on the cross-curricular principle of economic and consumer
education Its indicative target is an individual who is able to orient in a pervasively
economic world, who is competent to act in situations of (everyday) life
characterized by economy, who is able and willing to form his or her independent
opinion, and who is also committed to moral values.

The Ministry of Finance of Poland is one of the members of the International Network
on Financial Education (INFE). The main goal of the INFE is to create an international
platform to promote activities for financial education and improve the level of Poles
regarding financial literacy. Also, in Poland, The Association for Promoting Financial
Education (SKEF), based in Gdynia, is an initiative based on a conviction to educate
on finance and financial instruments.
Unlike the rest of the countries, financial literacy became part of the educational
curriculum in the United Kingdom National Curriculum for the first time in
September 2014, as part of the government curriculum at Key Stage 3 and Key Stage
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4 (ages 11-16). This requires it to be taught in all public, local authority-maintained
schools and therefore, is mandatory for all students of a certain age.
Spain and Italy have a very similar framework at national level. The Financial
Literacy Plan in Spain and the National Strategy for Financial Education in Italy follow
the rules of the OCDE. In Poland and Austria, there is a similar scheme. The relevant
ministries have implemented national measures following the rules of Europe. The
only country standing out is UK, where financial literacy education is part of the
national curriculum.

Financial Literacy Measures at Regional Level
There are also different financial literacy measures at the regional level in the
countries participating in the FLIMCO project.
In Spain, the Bank of Spain and the National Securities Market Commission, within
the framework of the Financial Education Plan, have carried out a Financial
Competencies Survey (ECF). This survey, conducted between the last quarter of 2016
and the second of 2017, measures the knowledge and understanding of financial
concepts of the Spanish population of all the regions between 18 and 79 years of age,
as well as the possession, acquisition and use of different savings vehicles, debt and
insurance.
In Italy, many other initiatives have been implemented also at regional level, such as
EduCare Scuola, launched in 2014 by BNL BNP Paribas, targeted at primary school
students with the aim to raise awareness among the youngest people with regards
to economics and saving. There is also the Salone del Risparmio programme, that,
since 2010, has organised financial literacy courses about production, consumption,
saving and investment, addressed to stakeholders and professionals.
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In Austria “ASB Schuldenberatungen” (state-approved debt counselling) works on behalf of
the Ministry of Justice and offers nationwide services. It functions as a head organization and
covers multiple organisations (also on regional levels) who work in the field of debt
counselling. The different initiatives depend on the different regions, because peoples’
financial literacy levels differ significantly depending on the region. One such
initiative which can be seen as a successful model is the so-called
“Finanzführerschein” (translated as financial “driving” license) for adolescents and
young adults. It consists of five modules and primarily addresses students attending
polytechnic schools, vocational schools, technical colleges or young people within
labour market measures.
In Poland, one initiative developed by the Polish Bank Association, is the Coalition on
Non-Cash and Micropayment. The aim of the Coalition is to strengthen the use of
bank accounts and non-cash payments by Polish society. Also, in 2014, personal
finance elements were introduced in primary school to help children understand the
basics of financial literacy and their importance.
In United Kingdom, The Citizens Advice Bureau is one of the first ports of call for
citizens and consumers who need advice on a range of topics relating to citizens’
rights and services available to them. They offer free services, including advice about
financial issues. Another well received initiative in the UK is offered by the social
enterprise, MyBnk. They offer financial training courses, with a strong focus on the
improvement of financial literacy within companies, schools, VET centres and other
educational institutions. These training courses are not free.
At regional level, Italy, Spain and Poland count on different initiatives to improve
financial literacy but all of them are developed and carried out by banks and big
companies. In Austria the initiatives mentioned come more from associations or
different projects depending on the government. And finally, in UK there is a mix of
initiatives from banks and those depending on the government of the region.

Financial Literacy Measures at Local Level
Finally, we analysed the measures regarding financial literacy at local level.
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In addition to institutional (state or non-state) schemes and initiatives mentioned
above, that not always segment the population, we can find also other measures at
local level in all the countries analysed.
In Spain, Finance for Mortals, recognised as the best financial education initiative
2018 in the Finance for All Awards. The initiative is a financial education project
promoted by Banco Santander, the University of Cantabria and the Santander
Financial Institute (SanFi), the international centre of the UCEIF Foundation and it
has become the best financial education initiative in 2018 in the Finance for All
Awards.
In Italy, for example, Museo del Risparmio, in collaboration with University of Turin,
has set up a financial education program for adult migrants, named Welcom-ED, with
the aim of spreading basic knowledge of finance and economics to promote social
inclusion. Another interesting initiative is Mia Economia, which is one of the
programs related to REAMA project, with the purpose of supporting women who live
or have experienced economic violence.
In Austria, the initiative “KLARTEXT” can be mentioned as an example which focuses
on preventive measures, with the aim of fostering the financial health of their clients.
In Poland, the Polish Economic Society in Bydgoszcz in the period from February to
April 2016 was part of the training project "Finance for young people, or how to earn,
invest and save money in the future". These trainings also include topics of financial
literacy which are tailor made for the target group
In the United Kingdom, The Berkshire Credit Union provides free services to
marginalized people and groups of people, in relation to financial literacy matters.
Also, BCU is a traditional community credit union, offering ethical savings and
affordable loans to their members.
At local level, there are several measures regarding financial literacy. In this section,
the initiatives are quite similar in the five countries analysed. These initiatives are
platforms and projects to promote social inclusion focused on certain society
groups; people at risk of social exclusion.
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What can be done to improve financial literacy?
In this section, we have gathered all the initiatives and activities that could be carried
out in each country in order to improve the level of financial literacy.
There are measures which could be implemented to improve the financial literacy
situation in Spain, such as: increasing the contribution to the improvement of
financial knowledge in society to a significant level, teaching to make citizens more
informed of financial decisions and their impact, and encouraging the development
of habits and competencies related to saving and spending planning.
In Italy, financial education has only recently gained any attention, and financial
education programs are still considered a novelty. Some of the measures that would
be beneficial for the financial literacy situation in Italy are: increasing and expanding
the National Strategy for financial literacy, carrying out deeper investigations into
the benefits and impact of financial literacy in the country and offering more financial
education classes and involving adults in financial literacy learning programmes.
To guarantee a high level of quality within the financial education services in Austria
it is important to examine the causes of precarious financial situations in detail to
improve research and take into account the connection of financial literacy and
precarious financial situations. It is also very important to raise awareness of
financial literacy issues and the extension of services which may be adjusted to the
needs of specific groups in society.
Regarding Poland, financial education should be clearly separated from commercial
communication, financial institutions should check that the client reads and
understands the information, financial education should focus on particularly
important aspects of personal finances and should also be a good practice in
financial institutions, which would increase their credibility.
And finally, in the UK, some important measures that would be beneficial to improve
financial literacy are providing financial education at home, promoting the
importance of well-planned provisions for financial literacy education, and to
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encourage schools and businesses to work together in delivering financial literacy
education as well as creating incentives to teach students about finances.
The general overview we get from all the current measures that could be done to
improve financial literacy and education, is that it is vital to increase awareness of
FL, giving importance to this issue and treating it as a key factor to being independent
in daily life by helping people make informed financial decisions. Teaching financial
literacy in peoples’ own communities and groups to examine the causes of avoidable
financial situations are also important measures to consider. The separation of
commercial operations and communication from financial education is the key to
taking this type of learning seriously, and highlighting the importance of this type of
training.

Conclusions
From the research summarised above, we are able to reach certain conclusions that
allow us to compare the situation, activities and initiatives in the different countries.
This helps us to understand how we are able to correctly develop innovative and
useful materials to achieve the objectives of the project.
Thanks to the different research and surveys carried out in Spain, we observed that
the level of financial literacy in Spanish society is low. The problem is that financial
literacy is not an issue taking into account as important in education, nor in society
in general. Although some initiatives are being developed to improve this situation,
there is still a long way to go.
The empirical evidence produced from the surveys and research into financial
literacy in Italy confirms the necessity of financial literacy programs: financial
knowledge scores are significantly lower in Italy compared to the average in EU
countries.
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In Austria, research has shown, that there is not only a lack of financial literacy in
the country, but also a lack of awareness of the importance of the topic. Despite the
level of financial literacy deriving from this research being comparatively higher
than in some of the other countries mentioned.
The general state of financial literacy knowledge within Polish society is very low
and is below the EU average. According to the OECD, countries such as Poland may
need to target knowledge as well as behaviour, to ensure that their population
understand the principles of financial literacy and become more active money
managers.
The general state of financial literacy within British society is low and slightly below
the EU average. That said, the UK is making small steps in the right direction to
address the gaps in skills and knowledge associated with financial literacy, and
count on some mandatory content in the national education system which are not
included among the curriculums of the other countries.
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1.2 FINANCIAL LITERACY SURVEY REPORT
This report presents the results of the survey on the subject of financial education.
Project partners have received a combined total of 88 completed surveys throughout
this time. We received 33 surveys from the UK, 20 surveys in Poland, 14 surveys in
Italy, 11 surveys in Austria and 10 surveys in Spain.
The questionnaire was administered within the European project FLiMCo (Financial
education in marginalized communities). The objective of the European FLiMCo
project is to increase financial education for a specific target group: women in
marginalized communities, refugees and NEET, all of them at a greater disadvantage
due to their low level of financial education and the cultural norms.
The survey was addressed to people working in a variety of organisations dealing
with FLiMCo’s target groups. Thus, considering the stakeholders’ points of view, the
key objectives of survey was:

̶

to identify areas of low financial literacy (either by topic or population) and
therefore assist educators in improving financial literacy in those areas;

̶

to identify existing sources and best practices of financial literacy education;

̶

to make comparisons between the results of the financial literacy surveys
carried out in partners’ countries.

We would have liked to obtain a greater number of answers, but participation has
been low when taking into account that the questionnaire was sent to a much larger
number of organisations that work with marginalised groups in the different
countries participating in the FLIMCO project.
Below are the overall results obtained for each of the questions that make up the
questionnaire.
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Part I: Current Situation of Financial Literacy
1. What do you level of financial literacy exists in your country? Rate from 0 to 10,
where 0 is very low and 10 is very high.

0

VERY LOW

VERY HIGH
5,2
10

GLOBAL

4,9

UK

7,0

POLAND

4,6

ITALY

6,2

AUSTRIA
SPAIN

3,3

The global result places the average score slightly above 5, it shows that the
participants of the survey consider their level of financial literacy to be low, and
therefore, it is necessary to implement initiatives that improve the level of financial
literacy in European countries.
In Poland (7.0) and Austria (6.2) the average scores show that there is a higher
financial level than in the rest of the participating countries. On the other hand, Spain
(3.3) is the country with the lowest valuation. UK and Italy are both slightly under 5.0
, at 4.9 and 4.6 respectively.
High scores (like in Poland and Austria) do not necessary indicate high levels of
financial literacy, but could also be interpreted as lacking awareness for the topic.

2. Do you consider there to be an framework for financial literacy in your country,
targeted towards the needs of the population?
Globally, 69% of the answers are negative for this question. It is therefore clear that
there is no adequate educational framework that generates financial literacy
education according to the real needs of the population.
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In Spain, Italy and Poland the vast majority of respondents consider there to be no
educational framework which is targeted towards to the needs of the population,
while in the UK and Austria the results show that organisations are more positive
about it. In the UK, 85% of respondents consider that there is an adequate framework
and in Austria 55% consider that it does fit the needs of the population.
Figures represent the number of respondents who consider that there is a suitable
financial literacy educational framework in place in their country.

69%
No
Educational
Framework

UK
85%

POLAND
90%
SPAIN
100%

AUSTRIA
45%

ITALY
93%

How could the current financial literacy situation be improved?
The majority of the respondents speak about the need to include financial education
as a subject in state/government education and the necessity of increasing
awareness through which people could understand how important it is to be literate
financially in today’s economic climate.
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On the other hand, many of the respondents also talk about the importance of
encouraging and informing people through workshops in associations, schools, etc.
and the design and delivery of financial literacy training schemes and courses in
regard to the specific needs and demands of potential participants.

3. Are you aware of any good practices or other projects which focus on financial
literacy in your country?
The figures below represent the number of respondents who are aware of other
schemes or projects in their country which focus on financial literacy.

ITALY

50…

79%

UK

79%
AUSTRIA

64%

POLAND

10%

SPAIN

18%
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Financial literacy schemes and programmes mentioned by respondents that they
are aware of in their country:
AUSTRIA:

̶

The offered services of the various „dept counselling“ institutions (asb
Schuldnerberatungen, https://www.schuldenberatung.at/) were mentioned
several times.

̶

Additionally, the offered services of the Austrian Chamber of Labour were
mentioned, especially the brochure on how to make the tax declaration,
which helps many people getting money back.

̶

(https://www.arbeiterkammer.at/service/broschueren/SteuerundGeld/Steu
er_sparen_2018.html)

̶

Also, the “Caritas Sozialberatung” (social counselling) was mentioned.
(https://www.caritaslinz.at/fileadmin/storage/oberoesterreich/menschen_in_not/informationsbl
att_caritas_sozialberatung.pdf)

ITALY:

̶

University of Salerno, within the World Investor Week (WIW 2017), organized
classes about financial literacy addressed to university students,

̶

https://www.unisa.it/unisa-rescuepage/dettaglio/id/529/module/87/row/1542

̶

Italian Association of Financial Trainers (A.I.E.F.) regularly organizes courses
in the topic of financial education as well as training course for teachers and
education staff in the field, https://aief.eu/
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̶

Microcredit programs that offer, apart for loans, also financial education
courses.

POLAND:

̶

One person mentioned the works of association called “Partnership for
Financial Education” that is operating in Poland. The association has realised
some projects in the field, where one of the most interesting was about
gamification

in

financial

education.

http://edukacja-

finansowa.org/grywalizacja-w-edukacji-finansowej-dlausamodzielniajacej-sie-mlodziezy/

̶

Another respondent provided the link to the project called “My
accommodation”.

http://mfc.org.pl/mfcwp/wp-

content/uploads/2016/12/Moje-mieszkanie_podsumowanie_projektu.pdf
UK:

̶

MyBnk – a financial literacy initiative aimed at improving the financial literacy
of young people.

̶

Young Enterprise/Young Money initiatives – government funded and backed
initiative which aims to give young people the life skills, knowledge and
confidence they need to succeed in the changing world of work.

̶

Red Start – a financial literacy charity which delivers educational workshops
on financial literacy for children

SPAIN:

̶

“Red Incola” (NGO) is holding a similar workshop on financial education for
migrants in Valladolid.

̶

“La Caixa Foundation” (Financial Entity) holds workshops on financial
education for people at risk of social exclusion
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̶

“El Puente” (Association supporting people with mental health issues), carry
out financial training for entrepreneurs, in collaboration with the University
of Valladolid.

Part II: training and needs
4. Among the needs of the population that could improve their financial literacy
with adequate training, which areas would you highlight as being the most
important?
The respondents of this question highlighted “Improving Financial Well-Being”,
“Consuming Responsibility” and “Understanding the small print of Financial
Agreements” are the most important needs of the population that could improve with
adequate training in Financial Literacy.
CONSUMING RESPONSIBLY
SAVING
LEARNING HOW TO INVEST
UNDERSTANDING DEBT
COMMUNICATING EFFECTIVELY WITH BANKS
UNDERSTANDING THE SMALL PRINT OF…
IMPROVING FINANCIAL WELL-BEING
PROMOTING ACTIVE FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION

44%
32%
11%
36%
37%
41%
46%
33%

In Spain and Austria, the needs that have been selected the most, coincide;
"Consuming Responsibility" and “Understanding the small print of Financial
Agreements”. In Italy and Poland, the respondents also chose the same areas for
potential improvement and opted for “Improving Financial Well-Being” and
"Promoting active financial participation". And in the UK, the respondents highlighted
“Understanding Debt”.
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5. At which level of education do you consider financial education to be more
relevant?

71%

33%

30%
PRIMARY SCHOOL

SECONDARY SCHOOL

HIGHER EDUCATION

71 percent of the people surveyed have checked the "Secondary School" box, when
they answer the question " At which level of education do you consider financial
education to be more relevant?"
30 percent of the respondents also considered "Primary School" and "Higher
Education", to be relevant levels of education to impart financial education and
training.
In all countries, except the UK, the majority of respondents stated that "Secondary
School": Spain (91%), Italy (86%), Austria (82%) and Poland (75%), In the UK, however,
the majority of respondents (40%) has opted for "Primary School".
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6. Among which vulnerable groups or communities should financial education be
promoted?
INMIGRANTS AND/OR
MARGINALISED ETHNIC GROUPS
VULNERABLE WOMEN

52%
40%
59%

NEETs
LONGTERM UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE
LOW SKILLED PEOPLE OVER 45

37%
35%

Many people belong to vulnerable groups that unfortunately do not have the
necessary resources to achieve a greater degree of autonomy and empowerment.
Increased financial literacy can help many of these people to have a better future in
Europe, where the indexes of poverty and the lack of job opportunities grew
enormously during the worst years of the crisis.
The people surveyed consider that the vulnerable groups with the greatest needs in
Financial Literacy are “NEETs”. followed by “Immigrants and/or Marginalized ethnic
groups”, and “Vulnerable Women”.
Per country, in UK, respondents considered “Immigrants and/or marginalised ethnic
groups”, and “Vulnerable Women” as the priority groups. In Austria the selected
groups ones are the same, but also included “NEET´s”. In Spain and Italy, people
consider “Immigrants and/or marginalised ethnic groups” as the main groups to
focus the financial training on. And finally, in Poland, people consider “NEET´s” and
“Long-term unemployed people” as the principal groups in need of financial
education and training.

Conclusions
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As shown by the results of the survey of 88 field professional from organisations
that work with vulnerable groups at risk of marginalisation, financial literacy is one
of the major pending issues among participants countries’ education systems.
These adult educators believe that more effort should be made to bring financial
education to schools, mainly secondary schools, where they believe it would have a
greater impact on the population’s general wellbeing, linked to financial literacy and
education.
This would help the population increase their knowledge on finance in general, to
manage their finances in a more responsible manner, and to be able to adequately
communicate with banks. This would help them avoid the risks which may aggravate
their current situation of vulnerability and poverty among their group or community,
where immigrants and others marginalised ethnic groups stand out above the rest
for these negative reasons.
The lack of knowledge among the respondents of examples of good practices
denotes the lack of initiatives and the low activity that currently exists in Europe
around financial literacy.
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3 IDENTIFICATION OF LINKS BETWEEN CULTURAL NORMS
AMONGST TARGET GROUPS AND LOW LEVELS OF FINANCIAL
LITERACY
3.1
Country: Italy
Source of findings: “L'alfabetizzazione finanziaria che serve alle donne” / Financial literacy
that women would need. InGenere & Fondazione Giacomo Brodolini
(https://www.ingenere.it/articoli/lalfabetizzazione-finanziaria-che-serve-alle-donne).
InGenere is a website on economic, social and political issues in a gender perspective.
(http://www.ingenere.it/en) Fondazione Giacomo Brodolini develops, applies and
disseminates evidence-based policy design, delivery and evaluation at all governance levels.
(http://www.fondazionebrodolini.it/en/about).
Cultural Norm Identified: Although it is risky to generalise, there do seem to be small, but
significant, gender differences in financial knowledge. Women hold fewer financial
products, are less confident in financial matters, more risk averse in financial investments,
and less likely to compare financial products or seek independent advice before buying a
product. Women also appear to have a shorter financial time horizon than men: they are
more likely than men to keep a close eye on day-to-day spending, but they are less able to
save for the long-term (not only because of lower financial knowledge, but also because of
lower earnings and weaker labour market position in general).
Groups Identified: Marginalised females / most vulnerable subgroups, such as widows and
single women and older women.
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: There are
consequences of financial illiteracy at many levels. At the societal level, women who are not
financially literate will be less likely to participate in the economy, reducing the potential
for growth. At household level, there will be an imbalance of economic power: we know
men and women tend to have different spending priorities, with women more likely to
spend money on the family. If women do not have a say in the family budget, or manage it
badly, children are likely to suffer. The mother's financial illiteracy also means she will not
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be able to pass on financial "know-how" to her children. On an individual level, financially
illiterate women will not manage financial risk well, and will accumulate fewer assets. Many
women rely on a husband for support, and find themselves facing poverty through divorce
or the death of a partner. This is a particular problem for older women, who cannot
generate income.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Positive: There is some evidence that, in the area of
financial education, women are aware of their low financial knowledge and are less
confident than men about their financial skills, which would make them more 'teachable',
which is to say that they may be more likely to change their behaviour than men as a result
of education. Negative: this target is affected by the problem of 'hard to reach' subgroups.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: For effectively
tailoring educational programs on women within FLIMCO project, we suggest referring to
some approaches which seem to work particularly well for women. For example, the
opportunity to discuss issues in a group. The best approach is likely to be strongly
influenced by local culture, so partners should detect evidences on what works in their own
country. It can be beneficial to adopt a holistic approach to financial education, working on
issues - like domestic violence: see the curriculum “The Milena Project” in IO2.1 for Italy which may at first sight be unrelated but that actually affect also the financial literacy and
economic independence of women.
3.2
Country: Italy
Source of findings: “L’Educazione Finanziaria e i Nuovi Italiani. Esigenze conoscitive ed
integrazione: i risultati dell’indagine 2018” / Financial Education and the ‘New’ Italians.
Knowledge and integration requirements: the results of the 2018 survey. Museo del
Risparmio & IPSOS. (http://www.museodelrisparmio.it/wpcontent/uploads/2019/01/Presentazione-ricerca-IPSOS.pdf). Museo del Risparmio is an
Edutainment project with the mission to contribute to spreading financial education.
(http://www.museodelrisparmio.it/idea/). IPSOS is a global market research and a
consulting firm. (https://www.ipsos.com/it-it).
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Cultural Norm Identified: The majority of migrants in Italy hasn’t a fair knowledge about
financial products and services. Such aspects are perceived uninteresting for migrants with
a lower income. The majority of them does not perceive the need to have a better
knowledge in finance. Moreover, they have a distrust in banks and financial institutions.
Groups Identified: Refugees and immigrants.
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: At individual
level: a tendency to overestimate their own management skills, show less interest and
willingness to deepen such topics, inhibiting any possibilities to attend courses or classes or
receiving support. Risk of socio-financial exclusion. At societal level: the majority of
migrants living in Italy is disappointed with the national context, first of all because they
earn less than what they expected. For this reason, they have few contacts with the Italian
financial context, they do not know the products nor they can assess the risk associated
with it.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Positive: in a potential way, immigrant contribution to
foreign trade between Italy and their countries of origins, thought remittances, can be an
important tool of internationalization for Italy. Negative: money saved is kept at home;
financial investment is not perceived as relevant nor the insurance and social security
instruments.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: For effectively
tailoring educational programs on migrants within FLIMCO project, we may focus on the
need to pay more attention, financially, to the process of accumulation and protection of
savings, in order to consolidate and strengthen the social inclusion. Since there remain
language difficulties to access the financial system, the linguistic component remains a
major difficulty for those arriving Italy during the early stages of integration and thus
something to look at while designing and implementing our activities. Moreover, the
remarkable divergence in terms of literacy among the different ethnic groups ask for
specific and tailored actions according to ethnic groups.
3.3
Country: Italy
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Source of findings: “Educazione finanziaria in Italia: a che punto siamo?” / Financial
Education in Italy: what has been reached so far? University “Cattolica - Sacro Cuore” &
Associazione per gli Studi di Banca e Borsa. (https://www.assbb.it/osservatorio-monetarion-2-2019/). University “Cattolica – Sacro Cuore” is an Italian private research university
based in Milan with branches in other Italian cities too. (https://www.unicatt.it/).
Associazione per gli studi di Banca e Borsa (ASSBB) is an association composed by banks,
financial operators and academics with the aim to spread banking and financial culture.
(https://www.assbb.it/).
Cultural Norm Identified: Lack of internalization of the of the long-term temporal
dimension; uncertainty both in the temporal and spatial parameters of the social world and
in the ways in which young people living in urban marginalized areas experiences it.
Groups Identified: Young people living in urban marginalized areas
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: At individual
level: a lower level of financial education is associated with a higher probability of school
drop-out. Young people living in urban marginalized areas present a higher rate school
drop-out and so a lower level of financial education. For them become harder to build their
own career path. At a societal level: impact on economic and society’s inequality, and on
the quality of workforce available.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Given the age of this target group, measures can address
the issues from a long-term perspective and they can help in acknowledge that some areas
are subject to multiple disadvantages. One negative impact is labour market
discouragement. New qualifications on financial literacy may not be understood,
recognized, valued by young people and their parents.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: Young people living
in urban marginalized areas are not financially knowledgeable about even the basic
concepts of finance. It is important to remember that short exposure to financial literacy
training would not be enough. It is also needed a strategy to design and implement policy
measures aimed at increasing financial literacy and promoting higher participation of young
people living in marginalized areas: measures may not always reach the youngster most in
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need. It is also needed to take in mind that these target group can have poorer Internet
access even in the same country.
3.4
Country: Poland
Source of findings: The Association for Legal Intervention is an organization whose aim is to
ensure social cohesion by acting for the equality of all people before the law. At present,
their activities are focused particularly on helping refugees and people applying for this
status. (https://interwencjaprawna.pl/docs/uchodzcy-w-polsce.pdf). The uchodzcy.info
website was created to raise public awareness about refugees in Poland and Europe by
disseminating reliable knowledge and refuting stereotypes. (http://uchodzcy.info/)
Cultural Norm Identified: A significant part of refugees/immigrants don’t have basic
knowledge about finances. Due to their lack of knowledge about finances and law, as well
as their difficult life situation, they are often unknowingly “used” as cheap labor. Another
problem is the language or cultural barrier. Especially in case of women and their role in
some cultures, the cultural aspect prevents both starting financial education and starting
any activities on the labor market. Also the majority of them (refugees/immigrants) don’t
perceive the need to have a better knowledge in finance.
Groups Identified: Refugees and Immigrants
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: At an
individual level: Due to lack of financial knowledge and their life situation, they can’t find a
job and also don’t know how to effectively manage and save money. That’s why they often
can’t afford for basic things, such as a place to live. Also because of low financial knowledge
these individuals are not able to ensure a good education for their children. At the group/
community level: Immigrants face many difficulties during adaptation in a new country.
One of the biggest disappointments is the low level of wages or quality of life, what's more,
it is often difficult for them to find a job consistent with their profession, which exacerbates
their frustration. By isolating themselves with the surrounding society and living in their
closed communities, they are unable to understand how the economy or the culture of a
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given state works, which significantly hinders their situation and limits the possibility of
acquiring any knowledge.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Positive: Due to the situation in which they found
themselves and the fact of being abroad, they may be more motivated to acquire
knowledge, both financial and general, concerning the country in which they are located.
Negative: Also, due to the situation in which they find themselves, refugees staying in their
closed groups in the centres feel excluded from the local society and do not want to
integrate or learn about the language or culture of the state in which they are located.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: This target group is
particularly diverse in terms of culture, age, education and other relevant factors. Serious
problems in cooperation with this group may be language and/or cultural barriers, which is
why it is important to adjust the courses accordingly. These people often do not have any
financial knowledge and/or the knowledge previously acquired by them applicable in their
earlier place of residence differs from that which is used in their current place of residence.
It is important that thanks to the courses they would not only acquire basic financial
knowledge, but also be able to prepare for acclimatization in the society and enter the
labour market without the risk of being used as a cheap labour force. In addition, for some
women from this target group, because of their cultural restrictions, they may be limited in
participating in various workshops or meetings. Thus, the key element may be the online
course, which will give them the only chance to gain financial knowledge.
3.5
Country: Poland
Source of findings: The Eurofound Foundation is an EU agency working to improve living
and working conditions, examining, among others, the NEETs’ situation in Poland and
Europe. (https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/pl/topic/neets). “Sytuacja młodzieży NEET w
Polsce i propozycje podniesienia jej kompetencji przedsiębiorczych w świetle rezultatów
projektu RLG” - Agnieszka Świętek, Tomasz Rachwał, Sławomir Kurek, Wioletta Kilar, Wiktor
Osuch /” Situation of NEETs in Poland and Proposals for developing their Entrepreneurial
Competences in Light of the Results of the RLG Project” by Agnieszka Świętek, Tomasz
Rachwał, Sławomir Kurek, Wioletta Kilar, Wiktor Osuch. „NEET – NOWA KATEGORIA
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MŁODZIEŻY ZAGROŻONEJ WYKLUCZENIEM SPOŁECZNYM” - Blanka Serafin-Juszczak /” NEET
– NEW CATEGORY OF YOUNG PEOPLE VULNERABLE TO SOCIAL EXCLUSION” by Blanka
Serafin-Juszczak. „ZJAWISKO NEET, CZYLI O MŁODZIEŻY TRZY RAZY NIC” - Ewa Krause / “THE
NEET PHENOMENON, OR ABOUT THE THREE TIMES NOTHING YOUTH” by Ewa Krause.
Cultural Norm Identified: Lack of financial literacy in NEETs most often results from a low
level of education or school drop-out, but also from social exclusion caused by various
factors, like disability or living in marginalized areas/societies. NEETs are also not really
interested and involved in improving their financial competences and developing skills
related to them.
Groups Identified: NEETs
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: At an
individual level: Low financial knowledge in this group can cause a lot of problems,
especially in adult life. It is often a result of school drop-out and it often prevents success in
finding a good job in the future. What is more, people like this often don’t have basic
knowledge about finances, what complicates their situation even more. At the
group/community level: People in this group are usually young and inexperienced, which
makes them vulnerable to demoralization or to be used as a cheap labour force. What's
more, they are often affected by social exclusion and misunderstanding among their peers.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Positive: Because of the prevalent young age of this target
group, the actions taken may have a long-term impact, and give very positive results.
Negative: Suggested solutions/topics may be incomprehensible and unattractive for young
people and that is why they may not be interested in financial literacy and feel that it is
unnecessary in their life.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: The people in this
group are very diverse in terms of age

(15-29), as well as education, because this group

includes people with low education, who early decided to drop school, as well as those (to a
lesser extent) with higher education, which for some reason do not undertake or do not
have the opportunity to find a job or gain financial knowledge. We should also take into
account the different places of residence of these people and associated restrictions (such
as lack of access to the Internet). A short course on financial literacy may be inefficient for
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this group, it is worth considering solutions such as games or creative tasks that may turn
out to be a more accessible form of learning than just theoretical knowledge and may be
better absorbed by them.
3.6
Country: Poland
Source of findings: Forbes Polska is the Polish edition of the international bi-weekly
magazine Forbes. It describes the most important economic events in the country and in
the world, as well as business strategies. (https://www.forbes.pl/forbeswomen).
NBPortal.pl is an economic educational platform, which was created on the initiative of the
National Bank of Poland in 2004. The purpose of the portal is to disseminate knowledge
about the economy, provide information on market mechanisms, conduct business,
operation of banks and financial markets. https://www.nbportal.pl/ The Polish Agency for
Enterprise Development (PARP) is an organization whose goal is to implement economic
development programs supporting innovative and research activities of small and medium
enterprises, regional development, increase in exports, development of human resources
and the use of new technologies in business. https://www.parp.gov.pl/ „Gospodarka to
kobieta – kobiety w życiu gospodarczym Polski – rola, miejsce, wpływ” – Magdalena
Kacperska/ „The economy is a woman. Women in the economic life of Poland – their role,
position and influence” by Magdalena Kacperska
Cultural Norm Identified: In desk researches, females are more likely to declare their lower
knowledge in financial literacy than males. This problem concerns women from multiple
groups. Carried out researches have shown that women are more likely to take out loans
and spend more money than men, and also it’s harder for them to save for the long-term,
mostly because of lower earnings and weaker labor market position. Another thing is that
women on the labor market to a great extent are seen through the prism of stereotypes,
which show them more as mothers and housekeepers than a good worker, which they
accept, resulting in lower wage requirements and don’t let themselves be assertive at work.
Groups Identified: Marginalised Females
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How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: At an
individual level, woman, who don’t have good financial literacy often can’t effectively and
wisely make important financial decisions. Also, such women are often financially
dependent on their family or social institutions. What is more, due to their lack of
knowledge, they are more likely to fall into “traps”, such as high-costed payday loans which
they are no able to pay off. At the household level, usually women, because of their
position in the house, are the ones who know best the house and family needs, that’s why
they are key figures in planning home expenses. Financial literacy and entrepreneurship are
extremely important and helpful in a wise disposition in the household budget.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Positive: Because women are aware of their low knowledge
of financial literacy and difficult position on the labour market, thus are more motivated to
improve their financial literacy knowledge and skills. Negative: Because of their role in
family life, they are more obligated to housework which can interfere and even prevent
effective learning.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: Due to the role of
women in the society, they are most often seen as mothers and housewives, which
significantly limits their chances to gain financial knowledge. Often, their opportunities to
participate in various courses is limited by the duty and lack of support in childcare, so it is
worth rethinking the creation of special places, such as a playroom, where women will be
able to leave their children while participating in courses. Helpful would also be guides or
online courses for self-learning in free time. It is also worth mentioning older women who,
due to their age, often can’t use electronic devices such as computers or telephones, a
short course in this area would allow not only to develop their financial knowledge through
online courses, but would also allow them to acquire skills that would be very helpful for
them in everyday life, surrounded by technology. Another interesting solution is the
organization of workshops or discussions to collect feedback from women to better adjust
project results.
3.7
Country: Spain
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Source of findings: Bank of Spain (https://clientebancario.bde.es/pcb/es/menuhorizontal/actualidadeducac/blog/Inclusion_finan_808fb5857145661.html)
Cultural Norm Identified: A basic measure of financial inclusion is the holding of a checking
account, as an instrument to manage income and payments. In countries around us it has
been observed that, for both economic and cultural reasons, the possession of financial
products varies according to the country of birth, and that these differences persist even
when comparing natives and immigrants of similar age and income.
Groups Identified: Migrants
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: The
differences in the possession of savings vehicles, debts and means of payment, with lower
levels for those born abroad: A) While almost half of those born in Spain have a savings
vehicle, only 26% of immigrants own them. B) While 42% of those born in Spain have some
debt (mortgage or personal loan), 33% of immigrants say they have them. C) While 58% of
those born in Spain have a credit card, 40% of immigrants do the same.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Positive: It can be a point of motivation to learn something
that makes their lives easier. Negative: The negative part of this situation is that migrants
usually feel outsider so it is quite complicated to get involved and get integrate. Without
some knowledge, the financial one among them is difficult to be part of their new home.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: FLIMCO project will
provide them with the necessary tools to have a better control of their personal finances,
what is basic to start a new life in a new country. This project will reduce the socioeconomic
vulnerability of immigrants in Spain through financial education and foster a culture of
savings and financial responsibility.
3.8
Country: Spain
Source of findings: PISA Report
Cultural Norm Identified: Young Spaniards have less financial knowledge than they should,
according to the report "Financial education: What should we know?" Promoted by MetLife
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and the Junior Achievement Foundation and prepared by the University of Murcia, which
analyses the financial knowledge of young people between 6 and 18 years old in Spain.
Groups Identified: NEETs
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: According to
the data presented in the 2015 PISA report, one in four Spanish 15-year-old adolescents
(exactly 24.7%) does not reach the minimum level of competence, which means that they
cannot interpret or understand an invoice, recognize the difference between what you
want and need or make decisions about everyday spending.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Positive: The positive part for NEEts is that for them is
always easier to get ready and understand new technologies and new lessons. Negative:
The negative part is sometimes neets come from isolated sections of society where is
complicated to get education, sometimes avoided by their families.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: It should be a
priority not only to avoid dropping out of school, but also to train young people in certain
capacities and provide them with the necessary tools to carry out adequate financial
planning. So, FLIMCO project can address this issue and also improve the situation of the
most vulnerable youngsters.
3.9
Country: Spain
Source of findings: BBVA (https://www.bbva.com/es/falta-educacion-financiera-frenaliderazgo-femenino/)
Cultural Norm Identified: The consequences of gaps in education translate into greater
insecurity for women, compared to men, when requesting funding for their projects or
investing in them. Cultural factors, although the lack of knowledge is the same in both
genders, weigh heavily.
Groups Identified: Females
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: As we all
know, women have had along the history the position of housewives at home. It is
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complicated to change the stereotypical roles and financial literacy is one of the key points
to change this situation. This financial literacy situation makes them always dependant on
other people, usually men of their families.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Positive: the only positive impact this could have is that
women already know how important financial literacy is for their independence, so they
will work harder to get it. Negative: Financial education is very important in daily life but
because of the care role of women in society is complicated to combine both things.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: This situation of
vulnerability that suffer women, above all the marginalised ones can be tamed with a
higher level of financial education where they can have basic knowledge about daily
finances. FLIMCO project can help them to get basic financial knowledge to be able of
unfold in daily life and empower themselves.
3.10
Country: Austria
Source of findings: Die Österreichichische Volkshochschule. Magazin für
Erwachsenenbildung; Schwerpunkt Finanzkompetenz, Ökonomische Bildung; Jahrgang 65,
Nr. 253, Oktober 2014; Journal and organ of the Association of Austrian Adult Education
Centres. Focus on financial competence, economic education. Published by the Association
of Austrian Adult Education Centres. Vol. 65, Nr. 253, Oct. 2014;
http://magazin.vhs.or.at/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/OVH_Magazin_253_10_2014.pdf.
Deutsches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung (DIW); DIW Wochenbericht Nr. 46, 2016;
Gender Gap in der finanziellen Bildung; German Institute für Economic Research (DIW);
DIW weekly report vol. 46, 2016; Gender gap in financial education.
https://www.diw.de/documents/publikationen/73/diw_01.c.547244.de/16-46.pdf.
Dachorganisation asb, 2018; Überschuldung von Frauen; Austrian head organisation of debt
counselling services, 2018; Over-indebtedness of women. Magazin IF, 04/2012; Steirisches
Frauenmagazin; Frau und Geld. Eine Beziehung mit Entwicklungspotential. Herausgeber:
Amt der Steiermärkischen Landesregierung, A6 Fachabteilung Gesellschaft und Diversität,
Referat Gesellschaft und Generationen, Fachteam Frauen. Magazine IF, 04/2012; Styrian
women´s magazine. Women and money. A relationship with development potential. Editor:
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Federal state government of Styria. A6; Department of Society and Diversity, Unit of Society
and Generations, expert team Woman.
https://www.verwaltung.steiermark.at/cms/dokumente/11683672_125465814/5e6aaee7/
if%204_stmk_web.pdf. Global Financial Literacy Excellence Center;
https://gflec.org/initiatives/flat-world/. Research Frontier No. 12/2018;
Wirtschaftspolitisches Zentrum (WPZ), (economic centre), Vienna, St. Gallen; Annamaria
LUSARDI: Financial Literacy and the Need for Financial Education: Evidence and
Implications; http://www.wpz-fgn.com/wpcontent/uploads/RF12Lusardi2018FinancialLiteracy.pdf.
Cultural Norm Identified: Differences in terms of financial education levels, self-confidance
in the field of financial issues, and handling of financial issues between men and women.
Groups Identified: Females
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: Several
studies (as e.g. the FLAT-World Project – Financial Literacy Around the World) indicate, that
in most countries surveyed, women know less about financial issues than men and respond
significantly more often with „don´t know“.
Although, the FLAT-world and similar studies indicate a tendency of different financial
literacy levels, they also can be criticised in terms of not reflecting the whole complexity of
the topic: Although the definitions of "financial literacy" describe a diverse construct, the
investigations often are limited to few selected areas of financial literacy. The questions e.g.
used in the FLAT world study only cover the fields of interest/compound interest, inflation
and shares/funds/risk diversification. Therefore, it should be questioned if these or similar
questions are sufficient to measure financial competences, especially as financial literacy is
not only limited to knowledge but also includes the practical handling of money and the
attitude towards it.
Not only the discussion on the financial literacy level of women depicts that the issue is
much more complex and has to be observed on various levels:
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Women are still more affected by poverty than men, mainly because of the unequal
distribution of income. As a result, on average women also receive lower pensions and are
disadvantaged in terms of money at all live-stages.
If we look at the issue of over-indebtedness we see that women make 41% of the clients
who received support from an Austrian state-approved debt counselling service in 2017.
The main causes for the dept overload of these women were:
- unemployment and income drops (33%)
- dealing with money (18%)
- divorce/separation (17%)
- failed self-employment (17%)
- loan guarantees (11%)
In comparison, the main causes of dept overload of male clients of the debt counselling
service:
- unemployment and income drops (32%)
- Failed self-employment (28%)
- Dealing with money (18%)
- Divorce/separation (12%)

A striking area is the guarantee for loans. Women more often cite them as a reason for
over-indebtedness (11%). For men they do only play a minor role (3%). The female partner
often acts as guarantor to secure loans for the husband/partner. However, guarantees
remain valid even after the end of the relationship. Often there is an imbalance between
liability and financial capacity of the women.
When it comes to different levels of financial literacy it gets evident that financial
knowledge gaps of women are closely linked to social phenomena.
The German Institute for Economic Research (DIW) examined financial literacy levels
particularly in Germany, the USA and Thaland. The results have shown that women in
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Germany and the USA perform worse than men in financial education tests. In Thailand, on
the other hand, women know just as much, and sometimes more, about finances and
money than men. This phenomenum can be explained through cultural reasons: In Thailand
the women often take over the financial responsibility in the household.
This example shows that equality in financial decision making contributes to higher financial
literacy among women.
When it comes to the role of women in general, it can be stated, that financial literacy
improves as the role of women in society improves.
Through social changes and the breaking up of traditional images of women, today women
in Austria are clearly more concerned with money topics but there is still quite some
catching up to be done. Many women - even younger ones – lack financial self-confidence
and continue to leave the investment to the partner. Often, women only deal with
investments in the course of a separation.
Aside from that, the cliché of the woman who is financially dependent on the man is still
widespread - especially in traditional family structures.
When it comes to investing money, men and women often differ in their way of accessing
the issue. There are real (e.g. different life biographies, income differences) and emotional
differences - such as traditions, conventions and feelings such as fear or lower self-esteem which are much more difficult to overcome.
The emotional obstacles and thoughts about money are crucial in determining how much
wealth can be created over the course of a lifetime.
It is important to stress that the different levels of financial common knowledge do not
mean that women are less able to handle money (especially when there is little money
available). This is particularly evident in situations of lower household income where saving
plays an important role. It is often the women who take responsibility in such situations.

Moreover, women are often more risk-conscious and obtain more information in order to
be able to assess risks. They are characterised by more consistency and perseverance,
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therefore also have a greater payment morale and show a stronger tendency to actually
repay loans.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Negative: lack of self-confidence and personal initiative
when it comes to money issues. Positive: Risk awareness, sense of responsibility and
payment moral.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: Awareness raising
(not least for multipliers) to show how important it is to motivate females for the topic and
to help strengthen their personal self-confidence and courage in dealing with money and to
sensitise to the importance of their own financial security and provision. To offer specific
information, especially in the fields of risk protection (e.g. in the case of guarantees within
partnerships), pension scheme and wealth creation. To create awareness for the link
between the role of women in society and their financial independence, and to raise
awareness for social stereotypes like “money is a man´s business” and the importance to
overcome such stereotypes, to create framework conditions that make it easier for women
to take control of their claim to self-confidence and security in all financial matters and thus
facilitate the path to financial independence and personal responsibility. This in turn can
have a positive impact on female independence in general.
3.11
Country: Austria and international data
Source of findings: AK Wien; Abteilung Konsumentenpolitik derKammer für Arbeiter und
Angestellte für Wien; AK Wien; Mit weniger Einkommen weiterhin auskommen. Finanzielle
Einbußen und deren Herausforderungen für das Konsumhandeln Jugendlicher, 2014;
Chamber of Labour, Vienna. Consumer Policy Department of the Chamber of Labour for
Vienna: To get along with less income. Financial losings and the challenges they pose for
young people's consumerism, 2014;
https://www.arbeiterkammer.at/infopool/wien/Studie_Mit_weniger_Einkommen_Auskom
men.pdf. Schuldner Beratung Oberösterreich, FH Oberösterreich, Raiffeisenbank:
Jugendverschuldung, Analyse und Präventionsansätze, 2007; Debtor consulting Upper
Austria, University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria, Raiffeisen bank: Youth indebtedness,
analysis and prevention approaches, 2007;
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https://www.schuldenberatung.at/downloads/infodatenbank/schuldenpraevention/Jugend
verschuldung_OOE_Studie2007.pdf. Hochschule Luzern; Wirkt Schuldenprävention?;
Grundlagen für die praktische Arbeit mit Jugendlichen und jungen Erwachsenen, 2013;
Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts; Does debt prevention work?; Basics for
practical work with adolescents and young adults, 2013;
http://www.schulden.ch/mm/Zusammenfassung_deutsch.pdf.
Cultural Norm Identified: Consumption orientated values, especially of young people living
in marginalised life situations.
Groups Identified: Young adults/adolescents.
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: At the
beginning of an over-indebtedness process there are often critical life events such as
unemployment, illness and early parenthood. In the case of young women, emotional
dependencies on partners and the purchase of furnishing are often at the beginning of
over-indebtedness processes.
In particular, young adults aged 18 and above, with low levels of education, dropped-out
education, no vocational qualification and low income are at increased risk of becoming
over-indebted. Critical life events cannot be prevented by preventive measures. However,
young people and young adults can be made aware of and prepared for such risks. General
knowledge of how to handle money plays an important role in debt prevention practice.
However, financial competence alone is not enough to protect young people and young
adults from over-indebtedness. Studies show that psychological factors are more important
overall: Self-confidence, the ability to postpone rewards and self-control are important
protective factors. In addition, values and norms prove to be central: an attitude that
regards money alone as the path to happiness and success, a high degree of persuasibility
and a close connection to peers who are also consumer-oriented favour a risk of overindebtedness. An orientation towards mainly material values is particularly strongly
associated with a risk of over-indebtedness if it has already been mediated by the parents.
Socialisation is therefore also a decisive factor - not only education, but also consumer
behaviour can be "inherited". Consumer behaviour varies according to social
circumstances. Those people who are on the margins of society often define themselves
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strongly through consumption opportunities and take a very active part in the world of
consumption. Consumption often serves to conceal the disadvantaged status of socially
marginalized young people. With brands, the prestige is transferred to the consumer.
Especially young men are seduced by brands. For young people in precarious
circumstances, participation in consumer culture is only possible to a limited extent.
Consumption therefore attains a high value. But consumption also serves to manipulate
oneself: experience-oriented consumption is about the emotions and emotional added
value that are transported with the consumer goods. This gives young people a higher selfesteem and makes shopping a compensation for everyday life. Studies also point out that a
fundamental debt risk also exists in the easy availability of loans and credit cards, in the
belittling of credit advertising and the predominance of a culture of "you can have
everything immediately and always". Pocket money is, in the eyes of many parents, a
means of educating their kids to handle money responsibly. For most young people it is also
the most important regular source of income. The majority of young people receive pocket
money. However, what decreases with the age of the teenagers is the consequence of the
parents if the pocket money is not enough: Only 40% of people between 15 and 18 have to
make do with their pocket money, so 60% of young people at this age receive additional
money from their parents if they can´t get by with the pocket money. Only a quarter of
them have to pay it back. Therefore, many people learn already in their youth that you can
spend more than you have available.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Negative: consumption orientated values increase risk of
over-indebtedness.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: Raising awareness
(especially for parents and multipliers as teachers, vocational trainers, youth workers).
Financial literacy plays an important role, but is not enough to prevent debt effectively.
Psychological factors, values and norms are central. Parents play an important role.
Preventive measures should therefore address the norms in peer groups and reflect them
together with young people. Young people who are confident that they can handle their
money well and who have a financial scope that they can control themselves are less likely
to find themselves in over-indebtedness situations. A responsible attitude towards money
and consumption, especially in combination with good parental support and a positive self-
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esteem, can be protective. However, not all parents seem to be aware of how much
influence they have on their children in financial matters into young adulthood. The
parents' financial background, but above all their attitudes and values towards money and
consumption, influence their children's risk of over-indebtedness. Good financial literacy
does not directly prevent debt, but it can have an indirect positive influence on attitudes
towards money and consumption if it is possible to promote a responsible and reflective
attitude through financial education.
3.12
Country: Austria / International
Source of findings: Iff Institut für Finanzdienstleistungen e.V.; Finanzielle Allgemeinbildung
Geflüchteter in Deutschland - eine qualitative Pilotstudie, 2018; Institute for financial
services e.V.; Financial general education of refugees in Germany - a qualitative pilot study,
2018; https://www.iff-hamburg.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/FinanzielleAllgemeinbildung-Gefl%C3%BCchteter_Working-Paper-2018.pdf. The World Bank Group:
https://blogs.worldbank.org/psd/why-do-we-feel-poor-people-need-financial-education.
Cultural Norm Identified: Lack of financial literacy and different (or no) use of financial
services due to different approaches in the countries of origin.
Groups Identified: Refugees/Migrants, (in the case of the present study from Syria, Iraq and
Eritrea).
How this impacts the financial literacy of the community/group/individual: A qualitative
pilot study, conducted by the Institute for Financial Services (Iff) in Germany in 2018,
examines the financial competences and practices of refugees and their needs and
obstacles to a reasonable use of financial services. The participants of the study are
refugees from Syria, Iraq and Eritrea living in Germany with good prospects of being able of
staying there. Although the study is not representative (neither for Germany nor for
Austria), the results show a tendency in terms of financial competences of refugees from
these three countries and the challenges they face. Field observations, individual interviews
and focus group discussions show that the respondents' financial literacy is low. This is
mainly due to a lack of practice and language barriers. Even in their home countries, formal
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financial services were little used. Financial transactions and savings are predominantly
carried out in cash. Bank products such as domestic bank transfers or international
transfers have rarely or never been used before. There is no knowledge about loans. Card
payments and direct debits (except for mobile phone charges) are also generally not used.
There are also religious hurdles in some cases. ATMs are not understood by Eritrean and
Iraqi interviewees and are only used with the support of bank employees (Iraqis); bank
statements are often difficult to understand. The difference between a credit card and an
EC card is also unknown to many. ATMs are only used independently by participants from
Syria. Insurances are largely unknown (in Eritrea, for example, risks are insured in solidarity
in village communities; if an accident occurs there, a collection is carried out in the village
community). The interviewees only have very limited financial means at their disposal. Due
to language barriers, they have little opportunity to improve their situation by using free or
low-cost services. Some of them accept considerable adversity in order to save money. In
this way, a family e.g. avoids using public transport outside the times for which the ticket
made available to them is intended. Instead, disproportionate waiting times are accepted in
order to meet important appointments. Several people share a mobile phone, among other
things. Paid examinations at the doctor's are postponed. Some of the refugees interviewed
are using informal practices as alternatives. Transfers to the home country (e.g. in the case
of Eritrea) are made by messengers, and the use of the bank account is circumvented by
the fact that the money is completely withdrawn in cash at the moment of receiving the
money - except for the amount debited for the mobile phone bill. Savings are made in cash.
The difficulties to get by with the small financial means made available, often exclude the
possibility of the use of financial services such as saving or a disposition credit from the
outset. Consequently, the financial inclusion of the refugees surveyed has not been
achieved. Therefore they did not only not deal with questions around finances and
insurances so far, but they did not even recognize the necessity and the possibilities
available to them. People fleeing countries with underdeveloped financial systems are
doubly disadvantaged: they lack the knowledge and experience of formal financial
institutions and products in host countries, and they lack the financial capital to use them,
gain experience and build capital.
The study participants were also accompanied to food shopping and doctor's visits:
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Participants from Eritrea have difficulties in recognising fixed prices, they tend to negotiate.
It is conspicuous that prices and different products are not compared when shopping. The
participants from Eritrea are often negatively surprised by the sum at the checkout, but do
not know how to deal with the situation and how to pay. A high stress level and the
resulting financial difficulty are observed. The respondents tend to use larger notes for
payment because they do not understand the amount to be paid and cannot handle small
change. Contrary to the participants from Eritrea, the accompanied people from Syria know
a lot about discounters. They study offers and, as far as possible, buy only discounted
goods. When shopping, strictly shopping lists are followed. They also tend to collect small
change when paying rather than paying with a bill. Since every cent is important, shopping
bags are reused until they tear. Clothing is bought only very rarely, predominantly on the
flea market or with offers of Discountern. The only way to spoil children is to buy sweets or
juices. Also Iraqi refugees pay attention very much to prices and offers when shopping,
provide a shopping list and calculate the invoice amount before reaching the check out.
Payment is always made in cash. The participants stated that they had not received any
advice on financial services and that they did not know where to turn for advice. Some
were not even aware of the need for advice.
Positive and Negative Impacts: Negative: Language barriers and different approaches in
the countries of origins often form obstacles to the understanding and handling of financial
services. Positive: Through transactions in cash people might keep track of the spent and
available money. The small financial resources available often are managed accurately.
Ways this may be addressed within the scope of the FLIMCO project: Creating awareness,
especially for people who work with refugees, and to point out the specific needs of
refugees when it comes to financial issues. Raising awareness for providers of debt
prevention measures (raising awareness of the need, highlighting necessary target groupspecific training contents, multilingual offer). Provide access to information for refugees
(identify contact points and access to information). Raise awareness of the fact that there is
a need to catch up in the field of the scientific examination of financial education of
refugees (there are no studies on this topic in Austria). Generally, it should be noted that it
is important not to make the mistake of implying to poor people that they are not good
with money. Especially people with small financial means can often get along very well with
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little and manage their money well. It is therefore important to filter out the actual needs
of the people concerned and create offers accordingly. Therefore, it is also important not to
simply impose cultural behaviour (e.g. in dealing with money) and to also consider
accepting differences (e.g. accepting that transactions are made in cash). However, a basic
understanding and competence to act should be imparted to the extent that a minimum
level of financial competence is a prerequisite for the sustainable use of financial services,
social participation and integration.

2 - TAXONOMY OF FINANCIAL LITERACY TERMINOLOGY
A compilation of terms related to Financial Literacy has been compiled as a glossary,
which will be useful for financial literacy educators of adults to be able offer better,
and more standardised financial literacy and education training to the target groups.
The glossary below is listed in alphabetical order, with the terms that have been
considered most relevant in relation to the FLIMCO project, and financial literacy and
financial education.

Financial Literacy Glossary:
A
Account: See Current accounts and Savings accounts
Annual fee: A charge made once a year for a financial service such as a Credit card
or charge card

Annual percentage rate (APR): The total cost of a loan expressed as a percentage
for one year, including interest and any charges

Automated Teller Machine (ATM): A machine which allows you to withdraw money
and make other transactions. Also known as a cashpoint or "hole in the wall".

B
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Bad credit: If someone has a history of defaulting on repayments they may be
considered a bad credit risk for further borrowing

Balance: The total amount of money in an account - also applies to money owed
Bank account: See Current accounts and Savings accounts
Bank statement: A complete list of transactions from an account, usually sent to
an account holder each month

Bankruptcy: A legal process of taking over someone's financial affairs when they
are declared unable to repay their debts

Benefits: Money paid by the Government to people in need
Bounced cheque: A cheque which a bank is unable to cash usually because the
payee does not have enough funds in their account

Budget: A list of income and expenditure for a period of time. Shows money coming
in, money to be spent and any amount left at the end.

Building society: A financial institution similar to a bank and offering many of the
same services

C
Charge card: A card which can be used to pay for goods, but the total amount must
be paid off at the end of each month

Cheque: A printed form allowing money to be paid to a company or another person
from a current account

Cheque guarantee card: A card issued by a bank which guarantees to pay cheque's
up to a set limit, e.g. £100
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Clearing: The process of moving money from one bank account to another. This can
take a number of days. The money is unavailable until the funds have cleared.

Collection agency: A company paid by a lender to recover unpaid debts
Compound interest: Interest earned by including previous interest in the
calculation

Consumer: An individual buying products or services for personal or household use
Council tax: A tax paid to the local authority, per household and based on the value
of the property

County Court Judgment (CCJ): An order made by the County Court for money to
be repaid

Credit: Buying goods by borrowing money and paying back at a later date including
interest

Credit card: A card that is used to pay for goods or services using credit
Credit limit: The maximum amount you can spend using your credit card
Credit rating: A score based on your previous history of borrowing and repaying
money

Credit reference agency: A company that stores credit ratings that are used by
lenders

Credit union: A non-profit organisation run by volunteer members to help people
save and borrow money at low rates of interest

Creditor: A person or company who lends money
Currency: A system of money accepted within a country, e.g. sterling, or an area,
e.g. euros
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Current account: A type of bank account used for every day transactions including
paying in wages and using cheque's, standing orders and direct debits

D
Debit: Take money out of an account
Debit card: A card that allows you to spend money directly from your current
account, usually issued by banks

Debt: Money owed
Debt counsellor: An adviser who assists people with dealing with debt
Default: Failing to pay an amount due by the agreed date
Deposit: Paying money into an account either as cash, cheque or by direct transfer
Direct debit: A way to make regular payments by giving a company permission to
take funds from your account

E
Economy: Financial activities related to the production of goods and services of a
particular region or country

Equity: The financial difference between the market value of an asset and the
amount of loan or mortgage still outstanding on it. Usually applied to home
ownership.

Exchange rate: The equivalent value used when transferring amounts of different
currencies

F
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Fees: Charges made by a company for their services

G
Gross pay: Amount of pay earned before any deductions i.e. Tax, National Insurance
etc

Guarantor: A person who agrees to pay a debt owed by another person if that person
fails to meet agreed payments

H
Hire purchase: A type of credit. The goods are owned by the lender until the full
amount is repaid.

I
Identity theft: A crime involving the use of someone else's identity to obtain money
Income: Money earned as wages or received from other sources
Income tax: Tax paid on money earned
Individual savings account (ISA): A type of saving account which offers tax free
interest

Individual voluntary arrangement (IVA): A legal agreement between the debtor
and creditors to repay part of the debts over a specified period of time. Can be an
alternative to bankruptcy.

Insurance: A financial arrangement in which an insurer agrees to pay out an amount
in the event that certain losses occur. You pay a regular amount for this insurance
cover.

Interest:
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1) Money paid by the bank to the holder of a savings or investment account
2) The Charge for borrowing money. Interest is expressed as a percentage known as
the interest rate. See also APR

J
Joint account: An account opened in the name of one or more people

L
Lender: A company (or person) who lends money to a borrower
Liability: The responsibility for a bill or amount owed
Life assurance: Insurance policy to give a cash sum to your dependants when you
die

Loan: An agreement between a lender and a borrower by which the borrower agrees
to repayment of money borrowed over a period of time can be with or without
interest

M
Minimum payment: The lowest amount that can be paid. Usually applies to credit
cards monthly

Mortgage: A loan to buy a house or flat

N
National Insurance: A deduction from wages which is paid to the government to
build up your entitlement to a State Pension and other social security benefits
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National savings: A government organisation giving a range of Savings products accounts, bonds, etc

Net pay/income: The amount of wages paid to you after deductions such as Tax and
National Insurance. Gross pay minus deductions equals Net pay. Also called "takehome" pay.

O
Online banking: Accessing your bank account via the internet
Outstanding balance: The amount still owed
Overdraft: An agreement with the bank to withdraw more money from a current
account than it contains - a way to borrow money

P
Pawnbroker: A money lender who hold items as security on the money being repaid
Pay period: The period of time a wages slip covers e.g. weekly or monthly
Payee: Payday loans are short-term loans for small amounts of money
Payer: The person you are paying money to
Pension: A form of investment which pays out a regular amount to you when you
retire

Personal identification number (PIN): A four-digit code used as security to access
bank accounts

R
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Repossession: Taking back goods which are secured against a loan, in the event of
failing to repay. This can apply to goods bought or, in the case of a mortgage, a house
or flat.

S
Salary: Annual earnings
Savings account: An account designed for money to be paid in and saved, with
limited facilities to access. Pays interest.

Sort code: A number which identifies the branch of your bank - shown as 6 digits
appearing on cheques and guarantee cards

Student Loans. Specific type of loan organised by the Government to help students
pay for living costs while studying at University

T
Take home pay: See net income
Tax: Money deducted from income and paid to the government
Telephone banking: The facility to access your bank account using the telephone to
make transactions

U
Unsecured loan: Money borrowed without goods offered as security against nonpayment

Utilities: Such as gas, electricity and telephone
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V
Value Added Tax (VAT): A tax paid when you buy goods or receive services

W
Wages: Money paid to you by an employer
Withdrawal: Taking money out of a bank account
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3 - BEST PRACTICE GUIDE ON INTERVENTION
TECHNIQUES TO INCREASE FINANCIAL LITERACY
AMONGST MARGINALISED COMMUNITIES.
Financial literacy is a combination of financial knowledge, skills, attitudes and
behaviours necessary to make proper financial decisions, based on personal
circumstances, to improve financial wellbeing. It thus refers to people’s acquisition
of knowledge, skills and confidence to handle and manage their personal finances.
The objective of the FLIMCO project is to improve the financial literacy of
marginalized communities, thus, this comparative report of all the participating
countries will show all the situation regarding financial literacy and their differences
facilitating us to create and develop adapted materials that allow us to achieve the
purposes of the project.
Financial literacy levels can differ a lot between countries depending on the
economic situation and the education policies. To have an idea about the initiatives
and the projects about financial literacy in Spain, Italy, Poland, Austria and UK, we
will gather here some of the most important or innovative good practices related to
this issue. This research will help us to know what the level or the approach of the
initiatives is and see in which direction we should focus the materials developed in
the FLIMCO project.
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GOOD PRACTICES FROM SPAIN
FINANZAS PARA MORTALES
Description & Objectives
This initiative was created in 2014 by Banco Santander, with the collaboration of the
University of Cantabria and UCEIF Foundation.
Finanzas para mortals (Finance for mortals) is born with the objective of putting
closer and make more accessible for all people finances and its technical world. The
creators wanted financial education to be for anyone to understand what is being
talked about in the news, in politics, what they are saying when they are going to ask
for a loan or what a mortgage depends on. Moreover, they not only want you to
understand it, but also dare to ask about it and give your opinion.
Finance for Mortals, recognized as the best financial education initiative 2018 in the
Finance for All Awards

Activities & Results
Finances for Mortals gave the first year, more than 28,921 hours of training (73,300
since the beginning of the program), with the support of 900 Santander volunteers,
trained by both employees active, as pre-retired and retired, who give face-to-face
sessions in schools, institutes, NGOs, associations and VET centres, thus bringing
finance closer to the most sensitive groups and promoting entrepreneurs
throughout Spain.
Thus, a total of 24,837 people has benefited from the Finance for Mortals program
since its inception in 2014 in order to bring the world of finance closer to the general
public, regardless of their age and educational level.
In addition to the Santander volunteers, the program also collaborates with local
communities such as universities, involving students and teachers in the
dissemination of financial education; the colleges and institutes, awakening interest
in the economy among the youngest; associations and NGOs, organizing workshops
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and talks so that anyone can learn how to manage their finances and improve their
social integration; and the town councils and the ministries of Education, carrying
out workshops that show how to manage the domestic economy of the citizens.
In this same line of trying to make understandable the concepts of finance and
economics that are present in everyday life, Banco Santander has announced that it
will launch three new initiatives: '4x4: 4 training sessions for 4 years',
'Entrepreneurship for employment' and 'Finances for Entrepreneurs'.
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EDUFINET
Description & Objectives
The objective of this project is to contribute to the dissemination of knowledge
related to the operation of the financial system and the promotion of financial
culture, with the conviction that this promotes greater transparency, security and
responsibility in the development of financial relationships between citizens and
financial intermediaries, and, as a consequence of the foregoing, greater efficiency
in financial markets.
Since 2007, a didactic guide has been made, prepared on the Internet, which aims to
provide a simple, concise and objective introductory vision of the fundamental
aspects of the financial system and the main products and services offered therein.
Likewise, the content of the aforementioned guide was transferred to paper support,
as a complementary form of dissemination among citizens. This is the sixth edition
of the updated guide and expanded in its contents.

Activities & Results
One of the activities carried out within the development of the Edufinet project are
the Conference on Financial Education for Youth, which aims to bring the main key
points of the financial world to High School students. On this occasion, this training
activity took place at the IES Cardinal Cisneros in Madrid, Unicaja reported. These
days, which have now reached their tenth edition, have also been developed during
the academic year 2018-2019 in Andalusia, Castilla y León, Castilla La-Mancha,
Extremadura and the city of Melilla, with more than 45,000 students from about 1,200
high school centres.
The X Conference on Financial Education for Youth aims to promote education in
finance, focusing on the most daily elements, with the purpose of providing High
School students with the appropriate skills for their daily management.
Specifically, it is intended to continue transferring to this group the basic aspects of
economics and finance, with special attention to the different financial products and
services of those who are already users or will be throughout their lives. The
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sessions given in schools are mostly practical, adapting to the needs of young
people.
In general, the basic economic indicators, the financial system and those most
common financial products and services (notions about fixed and variable income,
investment, public pension systems or loans, among other aspects) are analysed.
Also, young people attending the X Conference on Financial Education for Youth can
demonstrate the knowledge acquired by participating in the school competition
called Financial Olympiad, which was also celebrated its tenth edition.

Collaborating entities
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BBVA VALORES DE FUTURO
Description & Objectives
The initiative Valores de Futuro of BBVA is a financial education program that offers
since 2009 different proposals and educational activities so that students in Primary
and 1st to 4th year of secondary school can learn and practice values associated
with the good use of money, such as solidarity, responsibility, the effort and savings,
among others.
To participate in this initiative of BBVA, which takes place in more than 5,000 schools
throughout Spain in each school year, you can choose between three types of
participation offered by the program and get free didactic resources.

Activities & Results
This program offers different modalities to participate in the initiative:
Workshops, saving campaigns and financial skills test.
Workshops
Valores de Futuro offers 63 participatory workshops in pdf to work in the classroom.
You have the option to make 8 of them with the help of a BBVA financial education
advisor.
Due to its active and practical methodology, the workshops favour interest, critical
analysis of information and individual and group reflection. They also contribute to
the development of basic competences in education: mathematics, linguistics, social
and citizenship, autonomy and personal initiative.
Saving campaigns
As part of the Valores de Futuro program, you can organize a class saving campaign
with the students, or even the whole school. The campaign can be carried out with
or without the support of a financial education advisor of BBVA, who can guide you
on how to carry out this activity and will accompany you in the process.
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The objective of the campaign is to sensitize and motivate students to save and
generate ideas in this regard. The idea is that the campaign be carried out by the
students themselves for the school, and it is they who, through a consensus, choose
what they want to achieve and how to save to achieve that goal.
Financial Skills Test
One of the objectives of the BBVA Valores de Futuro program is to improve the
financial skills of young people.
To this end, BBVA has developed a test inspired by the PISA assessment that has
been adapted for the 3rd and 4th levels of ESO.
Students can take this online test before and after participating in the program, in
order to check the evolution of students in the skills that are worked.
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Spanish Conclusions
Thanks to the different researches carried out in Spain, we can observe that the level
of financial literacy in Spanish society is low. The problem is that financial literacy is
not an issue taking into account as important in education, nor in society in general.
However, to improve the financial literacy level of Spaniards, some initiatives are
being developed to get a better situation, although there is still a long way to walk.
After analysing some of the important initiatives created, we realise that Spain is
starting to wake up to the importance of financial education, and the country now
has implemented a national strategy that keeps growing and making strides.
As we can observe on the good practices put as an example in Spain, the most
important ones are directly related or created to banks. All the initiatives are for
society in general or in the last two cases for school or high school students, so we
consider that the objectives of FLIMCO project are quite innovative because the
target group of the project purposes is another stratum of society, that in our opinion
needs a deeper understanding and specialized and tailored training.
The FLIMCO project materials should take into account the different good practices
founded and analysed in Spain and take some of their part as reference for their
learning output. FLIMCO partners should avoid exercises that don´t really work in
real life and inspire their work with successfully exercises and methodologies that
can be adapted and integrated with the new ones that will be created along the
development of the project.
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GOOD PRACTICES FROM ITALY
QUELLO CHE CONTA – [THAT IS] WHAT COUNTS,
http://www.quellocheconta.gov.it/it/

Description & Objectives
In line with the OECD and European Union directives aiming at improving the level of
financial education, the Italian Government has launched a National Strategy with
a three-year plan to reach «a country in which financial knowledge and expertise
are available to everyone, where everyone may build a safe and peaceful future»
(quellocheconta.gov.it, 2017). The main targets of the National Strategy are:
-

The whole population.
Young adults.
Adults.
More vulnerable groups (e.g. older people, migrants, etc.).
Small entrepreneurs.

The aim of the National Strategy is to provide a service to both people and the whole
country, thus starting a virtuous circle between institutions and individuals. The
challenge is undoubtedly ambitious, but has been supported by authorities and may
leverage an environment, already weaned from existing initiatives.

Activities & Results
It has been launched an ad-hoc online portal, named “Quello che conta” (literally:
[That is] What counts), which covers the main topics about finance, insurance and
pension schemes. The website offers advice using understood language to provide
support for everyday financial decisions. In the future, specific learning tools (e.g.
video tutorials, etc.) and practical tools will be uploaded on “Quello che conta”.
Furthermore, following the steps of what has been done in other countries (e.g.
Canada, etc.), October has been established the “financial literacy month” (#October
Edufin). There are already many ongoing and planned activities aimed at optimising
the financial expertise among young adults. Most initiatives directly involve the
Ministry of Education and will then be conveyed via ad-hoc school curricula, with the
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objective of stimulating students but also raising awareness among teachers. The
Strategy clearly sets out several initiatives to be carried out directly at workplaces,
aimed at supporting workers in managing their resources in the short and mediumlong term financial planning. Both teaching and practical tools (e.g. games,
simulations, etc.) will be provided within workplaces. For the most vulnerable
categories, messages and ad-hoc information will be conveyed through existing
communication channels, giving them the needed tools to make more informed
decisions. The Strategy includes a direct cooperation with industry associations (e.g.
Unioncamere, etc.) aiming at increasing financial literacy among both Italian
entrepreneurs and those groups of people which are more exposed to financial risks
and employment responsibilities.
The celebration of the first financial literacy month in 2018 has seen with 108
promoter organizations adhered; 197 public and private bodies involved; 350 events;
120 Italian cities engaged.
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Title

Content

Target

Methodology
exercises

Household Budget

Getting started with

Management

budgeting

Wider public

Online Guide, to be
consulted for free.

Money management:
working out what you
spend
Money management:
working out what you
want to save

Things to Know before

Bonds, certificates,

Investing

covered warrants,

Wider public

Online Guide, to be
consulted for free.

mutual funds
Key Investor Information
document (KEII)
Packaged retail
investment product
Unit linked insurance
products

How to choose the

Stocks

Wider public

right way to invest

Online Guide, to be
consulted for free.

Bonds
Mutual funds
Saving goals and
investing strategy

How to assess your

Risk profile assessment

correct adequacy

Wider public

Online Guide, to be
consulted for free.

profile before an

Base-case planning

investment

assumptions

&
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Solvency
Country and bank’s
profile

How to protect yourself

Avoid

against

contact

insurance

any

unexpected

Wider public

Online Guide, to be
consulted for free

scams
Never give out personal
information
Find

out

companies’

background, or search for
reviews off/online

How to choose Motor

Types

of

vehicle insurance

insurance

vehicle

Wider public

Online

Guide,

to

be

to

be

to

be

consulted for free

Factors that affect the
premium

for

vehicle

insurance
Tips to reduce the cost of
your vehicle insurance
Key areas where you may
go wrong when choosing
a cover

What to do in case of a

CID

form

and

car-accident

compensation

direct

Wider public

Online

Guide,

consulted for free

How to do request for
damages

Negotiation procedures

How

to

recognize

behavioural
when investing

Buy-and-hold strategy

errors

Wider public

Online

Guide,

consulted for free
Investing parameters
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Price/earnings and other
valuation measures
Pooled

investments,

mutual funds, exchangetraded funds

How

to

recognize

Physical characteristics

Wider public

counterfeit money

Online

Guide,

to

be

to

be

to

be

consulted for free
Bills Portrait Watermark
The Security Strip
The Micro Printing

What to know about the

What Should a Consumer

"virtual currencies"

Consider?
Virtual

currencies

Wider public

Online

Guide,

consulted for free
are

volatile in value
Virtual
currency
transactions may be
taxable
Virtual currencies have
been
connected to criminal
activities
What to know about

Transparency

customer

correctness controls

protection

and

tools
Financial education
Administrative support to
the alternative dispute
resolution
ADR mechanism
Complaints handling

Wider public

Online

Guide,

consulted for free
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BANK OF ITALY AND MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY AND RESEARCH
https://www.bancaditalia.it/servizi-cittadino/cultura-finanziaria/materialedidattico/index.html

Description & Objectives
This initiative directly involves the Ministry of Education and the Bank of Italy. It is
conveyed via ad-hoc school curricula, with the objective of stimulating students but
also raising awareness among teachers. The Bank of Italy promotes financial literacy
in order to enable citizens to make informed financial decisions and the aim of the
project is to provide students with financial knowledge. Students should learn key
financial terms, such as «cash», «debit» and «credit cards» and «fees», and how the
different products work. The project combines educational path with financial
training sessions during school years with the aim to strengthen the basic skills
while providing concrete and specific financial competences. The combined
approach is coupled with techniques aiming at positively influencing consumers’
behaviours. For example, introducing psychological and sociological tools, as well
as elements derived from behavioural economy and finance, can ease the
implementation of the wide array of theoretical concepts. The aim is to set the
conditions according to which concepts are not only learned but also applied, in line
with the needs and, at the same time, the best learning approaches for the different
target of students.

Activities & Results
The program involves all schools nationwide. In particular, it is addressed to
learners in the last two years of each school level: Grades 4 and 5 in primary school,
Grades 7 and 8 in junior high school and Grades 12 and 13 in high school. At the
beginning of the school year, MIUR proposes the program, and schools decide
whether to participate or not, and which classes could be included. The Bank then
supplies teachers with the necessary resources and training. Individual multiplechoice tests were administered to pupils both before and after classroom teaching
in order to define knowledge acquisition. The program runs for years: it started on a
pilot basis in the 2008-09 in 3 cities and in the following years, the program
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broadened nationwide. It is now in its 10th edition. Bank of Italy assesses the
effectiveness of the program arguing that financial knowledge scores were
significantly higher after the lessons than before. The results showed that the
notions acquired were retained, at least partly, over time. Meanwhile, the empirical
findings showed the existence of a gender gap in financial knowledge. Didactic and
pedagogical materials can be downloaded for free on the webpage.

Title

Content

Target

Methodology & exercises

The history

Development

Students

Video-lessons,
3 episodes

of Euro
Creation

http://www.raistoria.rai.it/articoli-programma-puntate/lezioni-sulla-storiadelleuro-pt-1-perch%C3%A9-leuro/28652/default.aspx

Recession era
Treaty

and

Fiscal
Agreement

Banknotes:

Banknote

design

production and

&

production

Students

Video-lessons; e-book
https://www.bancaditalia.it/servizi-cittadino/cultura-finanziaria/materiale-

distribution

didattico/digital/index.html
Did you know?
Research &
development
Anticounterfeiting

Finance &

Financial

Deaf,

Economics

education and

blind

Lessons

tools

and

for
blind,

deaf,

visually

Video and audio files
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyhLMpVKJsPuxBFzjbMeWMHHn9ay5gPSi
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyhLMpVKJsPurFDf-fD5y8pvQTXekWaNx
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visually

impaired

impaired

students

How is the

How

G20

financial

countries have

system

rebuilt

safer,

financial

simpler

system so that

and fairer

it

than

society, not the

before?

other

Students

YouTube video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gS7TH7ICMRk&feature=youtu.be

the

serves
way

around.

It is never

Insurance,

too late to

supplementary

Students

be aware

pension,

of

protection and

economics

bail in, system

& finance

of

tools

risk

payments,
and

return, wealth
and
indebtedness

YouTube video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dbEH03sJVY
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WeMi – WELFARE PER TUTTI
http://wemi.milano.it/economia-personale/

Description & Objectives
The project is aimed at supporting workers in managing their resources in the short
and medium-long term financial planning. Both teaching and practical tools (such as
games, simulations, etc.) are provided within workplaces. The project is promoted
by Progetica s.r.l., Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and UNI – Ente Italiano di
Unificazione. The objective of the project WeMi is to increase people awareness
according to their own needs, thanks to the acquisition of knowledge and skills about
specific financial issues, such as investment, protection, indebtedness and
retirement.

Activities & Results
Adults participate in educational sessions to establish a general understanding of
personal finance management and how to identify and avoid predatory lending
practice. Sessions can range from a classroom setting to one-on-one consulting.
Topics include: quality financial literacy; future planning; financial and economic
resources; social protection and pension; financial investment. Detailed programs
(mostly videos) can be consulted at: https://www.io-welfare.it/home/ditutti/
So far it has been created a free portal where users can access tools, information
and useful advice provided by various providers/stakeholder. All providers have
certification as trainers/educators of finance. Third-sector organizations involved
are:

Cooperativa

sociale

Eureka!;

A77

Cooperativa

sociale;

L’IMPRONTA

Associazione Onlus; VIA LIBERA Cooperativa sociale Onlus; SER.COP, Fondazione
Arché Onlus.
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Title

Content

Target

Methodology
exercises

Quality

Financial

Education

Open questions about

Adults

elements that concur

Report, audio, online tests
https://www.iowelfare.it/home/ditutti/

to quality

Online tests and play-game
Planning the future

Open

questions

on

Adults

how to start planning

https://www.iowelfare.it/home/ditutti/

for the future
Online tests and play-game
Financial and economic

Open questions to

Adults

resources

raise awareness and

https://www.iowelfare.it/home/ditutti/

knowledge about
everyday financial
and economic useful
resources and tools
Online tests and play-game
Protection

What is important to

Adults

know about national

https://www.iowelfare.it/home/ditutti/

legal protection tools
Online tests and play-game
Retirement

Open questions and

Adults

tips about retirement

https://www.iowelfare.it/home/ditutti/

planning
Online tests and play-game
Financial Investment

Tips

and

recommendation
about
investment

financial

Adults

https://www.iowelfare.it/home/ditutti/

&
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FINKIT – FINANCIAL LITERACY: A KEY TOOL TO IMPROVE PEOPLE’S LIFE CYCLE
http://www.finkit-cerp.carloalberto.org/

Description & Objectives
The project is promoted by CeRP-Collegio Carlo Alberto, Ufficio Pio - Compagnia di
San Paolo, Museo del Risparmio. For the most vulnerable categories (e.g. older
people, ethnic minorities, etc.), messages and ad-hoc information are conveyed
through existing communication channels, giving them the needed tools to make
more informed decisions. Since researches highlight how financial knowledge is
highest among the 45‐to-55-year olds, FinKit focused its action on a specific
segment of poor elderly (people aged 65+) and women aged 55+ in Italy, France,
Portugal, Spain. FinKit will provide: A. Preparatory works: panorama of Financial
education programs currently in place; insight of end users’ needs and behaviours;
insight of practitioners’ EFL, training competencies and needs. B. Core outputs: tools
to convey specific skills to practitioners, increasing their capacity to transfer EFL;
test of new delivery means; promote learner-centred and group-specific
pedagogical tools: main target women 55+ and «wealth rich-cash poor elderly» in
Mediterranean countries.

Activities & Results
FinKit provided: tools to convey specific skills to practitioners, increasing their
capacity to transfer economic financial literacy; test of new delivery means as well
as theoretical pattern on the theme. The Finkit team has developed a set of financial
education tools targeted to older people. These tools are meant to increase the
capacity of practitioners, such as trainers/coaches/volunteers, programme
developers, policy makers, local development agencies, financial players to
successfully transfer financial knowledge to individuals at risk. This set of tools is to
be used as a support for social operators to approach and successfully transfer
financial knowledge to individuals at risk. The purpose is to help older people to deal
with some of the risks that can be associated to their age: financial fragility, risk of
being the victim of frauds or manipulations. FinKit intellectual outputs include:
booklets and videos “It is never too late. Financial literacy for older people” that can
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be requested for free by associations/individuals involved with financial education
programs. The Finkit app, called SIMCO (SIMulation of COnsumption) which
simulates the maximum monthly spending capacity for an individual aged 60 and
above, based on his/her pension benefit, financial and real assets and his/her
cohort's life expectancy.

Title

Content

Target

Methodology

&

exercises

FINKIT

BOOKLET

The series is to be used as a

Social operators

SERIES: "It is never too

support for social operators

and elderly

late. Financial literacy

to

for older people"

successfully

approach

financial

and
transfer

knowledge

The booklets files/printouts can
be requested for free by
associations/individuals
involved with financial education
programs
http://www.finkitcerp.carloalberto.org/booklets/

to

individuals at risk with the
purpose of helping older
people to deal with some of
the

risks

associated

that
to

can
their

be
age:

financial fragility, risk of
being the victim of frauds or
manipulations. The booklets
are meant to be employed in
financial

education

programs as well as in
informal training sessions.

Videos:

Finance

in

Everyday

examples
the

everyday life; Saving at

explain

a glance.

budgeting and investment.

SIMCO (SIMulation of

the app simulates three

COnsumption)

possible
displaying

concept

to
of

scenarios,
the

Elderly

spending

capacity that he/she could
reach by making "liquid"
(part of) his/her housing

Video:
http://www.finkitcerp.carloalberto.org/videos /

Elderly

APP,
https://finkitsimco.carloalberto.org/finkit/en/
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wealth without losing the
ownership, that is through:
-

Bare

ownership

sale
-

Stipulation

of

a

reverse mortgage
(RV)

with

two

options, based, in
a simplified way,
on two products
available on the
Italian market.
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RE-LAB: START UP YOUR BUSINESS
http://www.microprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/RE-LAB_final.pdf

Description & Objectives
Migrants residing in Italy are deeply affected by the economic crisis and particularly
exposed to social and financial exclusion. Assuming that fulfilling migrants’, financial
needs could facilitate greater integration into the destination society, interesting field
experiences for migrants’ financial literacy and inclusion are implemented.
Associazione Microfinanza e Sviluppo, Micro Progress Onlus, Consiglio Italiano per i
Rifugiati Onlus and Venice Municipality promoted “Re-Lab: Start up your business”
project. The programme objective are: facilitate the social and economic inclusion of
refugees through self-employment and microenterprise start-up; encourage the
acquisition of skills and tools useful for the start of an autonomous entrepreneurial
activity. Selected participants will attend a training course with different units:
orientation to entrepreneurship; overview of companies’ structure; how to elaborate
and design a business plan; overview of the Italian economic and normative context.
The project aims at: facilitate the identification and creation of at least six
entrepreneurial initiatives carried out by refugees who participate in the training
course; provide tools to support and complete the start-up process of the
entrepreneurial

initiatives

identified through the provision of a

tailored

‘accompaniment’ service; establish a territorial network of public and private bodies
and stakeholders linked to micro-enterprises and micro-credit that can support
project beneficiaries in ensuring future sustainability of potential business ideas
developed during the training course.

Activities & Results
Participants had the opportunity to develop their own business idea through
customized technical assistance. 12 refugees received a specific training to become
“business tutor” in charge of monitoring the microenterprises created, thus acquiring
useful skills for their professional career in a period of growth of migrant
entrepreneurship. Moreover, refugees not only received training and funding, but
their entrepreneurial spirit was also leveraged by the establishment of a local
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network of private and public stakeholders (financial institutions, social services,
professional networks, etc.) which ensured the sustainability of the businesses. The
training was completed by 98 refugees, and 53 of them submitted a business plan.

Title

Content

Target

Methodology

&

exercises

Entrepreneurial

Why become an

Migrants who

orientation

entrepreneur?

obtain refugee

Frontal lessons

status
The Italian economic context:
opportunities for
entrepreneurship
Evaluate a business idea

Project planning design

Market analysis

and development

Migrants
obtain

Financial projections

who

Frontal lessons

refugee

status

Document needed

Start-up guidance

Registration procedures

Migrants
obtain

Dedicated mentorship

status

who
refugee

Frontal
lessons
individual meeting

and
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MILENA RE/STARTING FROM MYSELF
https://www.gltfoundation.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Volantino-progettoMilena.pdf

Description & Objectives
The need to address the financial literacy of women and girls as a way to improve
their financial empowerment and close the gender gap stimulates financial
education programs and policies for women and girls. Cooperativa Centro Donne
Mantova, Consorzio del Distretto di Mantova, Global Thinking Foundation, Provincia
di Mantova, Consigliera di Parità e Comitato per l’Imprenditoria Femminile developed
this project.
The Milena Project intends to establish a path of awareness regarding the
participant’s own real potential, empowerment and performance, not only to achieve
full social inclusion, but also to gain access to adequate job opportunities. Evidence
shows how women are a hard-to-reach group, due to work/social obligations,
financial attitudes and a still surviving social segregation. It is important to
transfer/be inspired by such projects in order to grasp the gap.

Activities & Results
The Project provides unemployed women living in Mantova and Lombardia-Region
with job-oriented counselling and coaching. Curriculum develop contents such as
self-criticism, personal attitude, professional expectations, etc. The courses are
aiming to enrich one’s self-esteem and courage to ultimately leave isolation, starting
from financial awareness and independence. 15 women have been reached and
supported in job-seeking and financial education. The project already reached its 2nd
edition.
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Title

Content

Target

Methodology

&

exercises

Family Planning

Financial education with a

Unemployment

special focus for/on

women

4 Frontal lessons, 3 hours
each

women

How Employment

Active labour polices

Centres can support us
Career guidance

Unemployed women

4

Frontal lessons, 3
hours each
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IN-FORMATI
https://www.unicredit.it/it/chi-siamo/educazionefinanziaria/education-per-icittadini/in-formati.html

Description & Objectives
A direct cooperation with industry associations, trade unions, etc. increases financial
literacy among both Italian entrepreneurs and those groups of people which are
more exposed to financial risks and employment responsibilities. The project Informati is promoted by Unicredit. The programme objective is to allow a thorough
knowledge of the financial logics and introduce the solutions offered by the banking
system.

Activities & Results
The project provided classes and lessons for a total amount of 10-hrs on different
topics: economics, finance, leasing-factories, etc. The total number of courses
provided is over 6,500; more than 215,000 participants have participated for a total
of over 700,000 hours of training for learners. One of the relevant activities is the
constant monitoring through which is possible to measure the progress of the
participants’ knowledge, before and after the course. The “Index of Financial Literacy”
ideated by UniCredit may be useful for other projects/promoters too.

Title

Content

What are

What

financial

financial

markets?

and

the

main
markets

characteristics

their
are

as well as how they
are linked to the
economy.

Target

Methodology & exercises

Adults

YouTube video lessons:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMoshtOa9LU
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Bonds and

Different

types

of

government

bonds, the benefits

bonds

and risks of bond
investing.
Understand

the

relationship between
bond prices, interest
rates and yields.

Adults

YouTube video lessons:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCeLbHRrrLk
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MORE ITALIAN INITIATIVES AND SCHEMES – DATABASE
The table below provides a schematic and searchable list of more Italian initiatives
and good practices detected.

PROMOTER

TARGET

LINK

Assogestioni

Adults

http://www.assogestioni.it/index.cfm/1,106,0,49,html/financialeducation
The website offers information and fundamental concepts of financial
theory to help people to consciously choose how to invest and save
and be familiar with the main financial instruments on the market.

BNL BNP Paribas

Schools

http://educare.bnl.it/
BNL offers online tools (videos) about different themes on financial
education: digital bank, investments, financing, retirement, family
planning.

Borsa Italiana

Adults,

http://tolexpo.borsaitaliana.it

stakeholders
Brokers, professional traders and university professors participated to
the event “Training online Expo” event aimed at retail investors. Two
days of conferences, seminars and confrontation in the historic
headquarters of Borsa Italiana (Milan).

COVIP, Commissione

Elderly

http://www.covip.it/

di Vigilanza sui
COVIP offers an online Guide about complementary pension and about

Fondi Pensione

complementary pension forms to which people can adhere and what
people need to know in order to choose the plan social security.

Fondazione per

Schools

http://economiascuola.it

l'Educazione
Finanziaria e al

The Foundation promotes financial education and economic citizenship

Risparmio

through the creation of original content, the creation of innovative tools,
the organization of events (particularly into schools) and the
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development

of

collaborations

with

public

institutions

and

communities.

Forum ANIA-

Schools

http://ioeirischi.it

Consumatori
The initiative is addressed at Italian schools to promote awareness
about risk and a culture of prevention and management for the new
generations. The project is focused on the concepts of risk, prevention
and mutuality.

Donne al quadrato

Women

http://www.gltfoundation.com/donne-al-quadrato/

per l’inclusione
The Project is based on training and mentorship activities and a task-

sociale

Force of over 30 women has been created, They carry out free training
activities, according to three ISO certified training modules.

Pangea Onlus

Women

http://www.pangeaonlus.org/2017/11/09/rete-empowerment-automutuo-aiuto-reamabDVVJMsMQseMUtn93XyhgP/index.html#.XBfF7NtKjIU
Pangea Onlus supports “MIA Economia” (MY Economy), a program to
support women who live or have experienced a state of economic
violence. The help desk helps such women to analyse their debt
situation and, if possible, renegotiate the debt with the support of a
team of professionals.

Migranti e Banche

Migrants

http://www.migrantiebanche.it/
Migranti e Banche offers free financial literacy course that aims to
explain - in a simple and accessible way for everyone - the complex
scenario of the products and services that are found within a bank. The
course is aimed in particular at migrants, students and all those who
want to understand the functioning, opportunities and risks of finance.

Museo del

Migrants

http://www.museodelrisparmio.it/focus/

Risparmio
Museo del Risparmio aims to enhance the dissemination of financial
culture and savings among students and teachers of primary and
secondary schools, for which special differentiated paths have been
prepared, based on specific needs for further study. The educational
objective is to bring students closer to seemingly complex topics in an
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interactive, innovative and fun way. The contents, in Italian and English,
are presented through 3D animated videos; historical reconstructions
of key events for the history of savings; interviews with experts; video
insights on financial instruments; short historical documentaries on
the most significant stages in the history of the economy; theatrical
animations dedicated to the literary world and cinematographic
fragments; role-playing games and applications to test one's savings
skills, with the possibility of memorizing the acquired score and
requesting the sending of further information via e-mail.

Fondazione per

Adults

http://www.feduf.it/container/scuole/lo-spettacolo

l’Educazione
Finanziaria e al

Econosofia is a show of information and reflection, which, through a

Risparmio

sly, amused and acute look speaks of lifestyles and consumption, of
individual and collective responsibility, about economy and what is read
in the newspapers. The show spend proposes 3 characters who find
themselves thinking about how these times have changed, embodying
feelings, hopes and collective fears of the country.

University of

students

Salerno

https://www.unisa.it/unisa-rescuepage/dettaglio/id/529/module/87/row/1542
UniSA joins the World Investor Week | WIW 2017, the global awareness
campaign on the importance of education and investor protection and
aims to highlight the initiatives promoted by regulators on these issues.
UniSa offers a 1-day conference about some themes on financial
education.

Casse di Risparmio

Students and

http://www.conoscere-la-

e delle Fondazioni

young adults

borsa.eu/toplevel/main/italienisch/index.html

europee
Conoscere la Borsa is an initiative promoted by the ESBG (European
Savings Banks Group) and by the Foundations and Banks of all Europe,
and is dedicated to university and high school students. Students can
participate to a competition: the Foundations and Banks will provide the
team with a deposit number containing an initial virtual capital of
50,000 euros (100,000 for university students). The team with the
largest capital on deposit or with the highest revenue derived from
sustainable securities trading wins the competition.
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Italian conclusions
Although the development of a National Strategy and the implementation of many
schemes and initiatives, this is still a relatively new effort, for which information on
good practices is needed.
Comparisons of results about financial literacy across countries have demonstrated
that financial illiteracy is a global problem, that financial literacy peaks in middle
age, and that women generally score lower than men. Investigating the possible
channels through which financial knowledge may be acquired, two main possibilities
emerged:

̶
̶

informal methods (i.e. giving kids pocket-money)
financial training courses (i.e. through standard training paths)

In Italy both methods appear inadequate to let people reach suitable level of financial
knowledge: the offer of training is not widely or interestingly advertised in order to
elicit interest and participation. Moreover, only a little percentage of people say they
have had the opportunity to attend courses during their life. According to a research
carried out by Intesa San Paolo and Centro di Ricerca e Documentazione Luigi
Einaudi, only 76 respondents out of 1564 interviewers declared to have actually
participated in financial education programs.
It means that, in Italy, a proper strategy is needed. Such initiatives should be
characterized by adequate length and timing, designed with interactive dynamics
and/or tools to practically apply learned concepts and fulfilling people needs
throughout their life cycle.
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GOOD PRACTICES FROM POLAND
SCORE HUNTER
Description & Objectives
The educational platform Score Hunter was prepared was prepared by BIK (Credit
Information Office) with the aim of teaching people how to build own financial
credibility.
Score Hunter requires registration which is open to everybody. Whoever registers
at the platform, has a possibility to receive support regarding financial decisions,
especially regarding getting credit or loan.
In addition, the platform allows gaining practical knowledge on how to protect
personal data, restrict lost ID and avoid the consequences of obtaining credit for own
identity. The platform combines educational and entertainment aspects, creating the
possibility of experimenting in the world of the game, so that the acquired knowledge
and conclusions can be used in practice.
The aim of the platform is to prove that possessing financial knowledge is useful and
needed.

Activities & Results
Score Hunter is a game that takes the user to the world of topics that are not easy
but told in an accessible, smooth and funny way. After the registration on
scorehunter.pl, the user can join the game. The platform is divided into several
thematic sections: creditworthiness, identity theft, alerts, BIK in general and video
section. The user has at his disposal various tools: missions, challenges,
achievements, awards, ranking, notifications and knowledge base. By using the
platform, players can perform further tasks related to building credit history, taking
care of personal data and document security. The ending of each of them will result
in receiving transferable points, scoring points and experience points. Thanks to the
collected points, users will be able to buy rewards and gain the highest places in the
ranking. Thanks to the fact that knowledge is given in an attractive and interesting
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way (in the form of video, expert advice, questions and quizzes), it can be acquired
much faster and more effectively. The combination of educational and entertainment
aspects also allows to create virtual experiments. So that the lessons learned in this
way can be used in "real life". As each player has own account, at any time he can
check the number of points scored, and his position against the background of other
players.
Besides using the platform on individual basis, it can be also used for groups. Thanks
to the extensive structure, the Score Hunter platform can also be an important
support for teachers or academic lecturers, conducting classes not only on finance
but, for example, economics or entrepreneurship.
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SAFE FAMILY – SAFE SENIOR
Description & Objectives
The educational project “Safe family – safe senior” is realized since 1st of October
2018 by Society for Promotion of Financial Education of Gdynia. The project is carried
out with the National Bank of Poland as part of the economic education program.
The main objective of the project is to increase financial awareness in the group of
300 people aged 55 plus, in the area of home budget management and in the scope
of financial institutions and financial services offered by these institutions in the
period from 01-10-2018 to 30-04-2019.

Activities & Results
The activities of the project include a group of seniors in the area of several
voivodships in the country (lubelskie, mazowieckie, małopolskie and pomorskie
voivodships). As part of the project, the free educational workshops are being
offered. The subject matter of the course concern general financial education with
specific focus on issues in the field of death and common account instructions.
Classes "Safe family - safe senior" take
the form of (1 meeting) 2-hour workshop
consisting of two thematic modules filled
with individual and group exercises based
on examples from everyday life. Classes
are run by specialists with many years of
experience in financial education and
consumer consulting. The participants
receive training materials and a gift.
Classes are held in free of charge training
rooms

of

institutions

conducting workshops.

interested

in
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Polish conclusions
The general state of knowledge of Polish society on the financial education subject
is very low and is below the EU average. As the results of the study "Examination of
financial knowledge" show, more than half of Poles admit that information on finance
they have is scarce or absent because they do not see the need to have such
knowledge. This fact is also reflected in the results of the survey conducted in 2016
by OECD, in which 51 thousand people from 30 countries answered the same
questions about the level of knowledge and attitudes. Poland was in the last place.
The low position of Poland in the general ranking is due, inter alia, to factors related
to financial behaviour. In order to change this behaviour, the efforts need to be made
in educating the society. Such efforts are undertaken mostly by publicly funded
agencies and banks but also by NGOs and private entities in the framework of
various funds, most often in the form of projects. As shown on the example of the
above described good practices, the initiatives concern various aspects of financial
education and are directed to various target groups, including very young and elder
citizens.
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GOOD PRACTICES FROM AUSTRIA
OÖ FINANZFÜHRERSCHEIN (UPPER AUSTRIAN “FINANCIAL LICENCE”)
https://www.schuldner-hilfe.at/praxisnahes-wissen-zu-geldthemen.html

Description & Objectives
The so called “financial license” was invented in the province of Upper Austria in
2007. The course aims to deliver practical knowledge about the subject of money as
well as to encourage a reflected and competent handling of financial affairs. The
financial license is available in three different versions (basic, advanced and
professional). Each version consists of 5 modules. Three of those modules are
conducted by specialists of the institute for financial competence of Schuldnerhilfe
OÖ (debtor aid). Two modules are designed as e-learning courses. They can be used
independently by multipliers (like teachers/trainers…) together with their
participants. The course concludes with an online financial check. Every module
takes about two teaching units.

Activities & Results
Version 1: BASIC
Target group: pupils of polytechnic schools and pupils of first grade vocational school
(age: 14-15)
Teenagers at this age often have difficulties handling money. Parents compensate
first slips (like a too high mobile phone bill) or are themselves no good role models
in the context of handling money. Additionally, consumption and prestige orientation
often play already an important role at this age. This dynamic often leads to purchase
decisions which cause money problems. Therefore, it is important to learn how to
deal with money in good time, especially as this target group often is about to entry
into working life.
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Content of the modules:
Module 1:

̶
̶
̶
̶

Organizational issues
Associations on the subject of money
Personal future visions/wishes
Objectives

Module 2:

̶

E-learning course: my „youth (bank)account

Module 3:

̶
̶

Mechanism and strategies of advertising
Shopping

Module 4:

̶

E-learning course: sales tricks at the supermarket

Module 5:

̶
̶

Money overview and budget planning
Conclusion

Version 2: ADVANCED
Target group: young people within labour market policy training measures as well
as young people within social educational measures.
Members of this target group often were not able to establish themselves in working
life and are not integrated in the primary labour market. Hence, most of them dispose
of little money while at the same time they are attracted by various offerings. In many
cases they are overstrained by the market and take rash decisions which additionally
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burden the financial situation. Therefore, it is necessary to strengthen their financial
action competence.
Module 1:

̶
̶
̶
̶

Organizational issues
To live with little money
Budget overview and planning
Possibilities for improving the personal financial situation.

Module 2: Two of the following e-learning courses:

̶
̶
̶

Private account
Payment options
Cashpoint card

Module 3:

̶
̶
̶
̶

Wirkungsweisen und Strategien der Werbung
Jugendliches Konsumverhalten
Schuldenfalle Handy/Smartphone
Geschäftsfähigkeit

Module 4: One of the following e-learning courses

̶
̶
̶

Living costs
Online car-market
My first apartment

Module 5:

̶
̶
̶

Contracts and guarantees
Risk management and solution possibilities in the case of debt
Goal definition and conclusion
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Version 3: PROFESSIONAL
Target group: pupils of second and third grade vocational schools and technical
schools (age: usually between 16 and 18)
These young people are at the transition from youth to adulthood. As they reach legal
capacity they are enabled to take important financial decisions by themselves. The
so far rather generous “spare time budget” now has to cover various costs of life
such as for apartment, car and insurances. This situation often poses big challenges
for the young people. The inexperience entails the risk of first far-reaching wrong
decisions. It is important to prepare young people for this transition phase to prevent
them from slipping into dept spiral.
Module 1:

̶
̶
̶

Organizational issues
Current costs of living
bank: Service and business partner

Module 2: one of the following e-learning-courses

̶
̶

Online car market
Car-financing

Module 3:

̶
̶

Arrangement of first apartment: fixed cost and hire purchase
Future costs of living and budget planning

Module 4: one of the following e-learning-courses

̶
̶

Insurances (basics)
Household insurances

Module 5:

̶

Guarantee
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̶
̶
̶

(Over)- Indebtedness
Risk management
Conclusion

So far about 25.000 participants completed the training course in Upper Austria.
Also, other provinces invented the “financial license”, In total by now about 45.000
participants completed the course in Austria. The percentage of very young clients
of debtor advisory offices decreased within the last ten years. Experts assume that
the “financial license” to a large extent is responsible for this development.
Experience with the “financial license” shows that a repeated confrontation with the
topic leads to more security within financial issues. Therefore, it is suggested to
complete more than one version of the three available ones.
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BUDGETBERATUNG ÖSTERREICH (BUDGET ADVICE AUSTRIA)
www.budgetberatung.at

Description & Objectives
Founded in 2012, “Budget Advice” is a professional, independent and low-threshold
counselling service for questions about household economy. “Budget Advice”
addresses people with low income or within a changing income situation (e.g. the
birth of a child, change of location, Job loss, pension, home purchase, …). Members
of the target group do not (yet) have debt problems, but like to optimize or
restructure their household finances or like to (or have to) reduce their expenses.
Especially in situations of change, “Budget advice” can be a big support to foster
financial competences and therefore to adapt to the new situation in a way which
avoids debt problems.

Activities & Results
Budget Advice offers personal consultation meetings. Consultants are experienced
debt counsellors which are able to give professional recommendations and help
planning the household budget. They demonstrate potentials for restructuring, cost
saving and optimisation and possibilities of how one can find a better way to handle
the available money.
Additionally, “Budget Advice” offers a range of online services and information:

̶
̶
̶
̶
̶

online budget calculator
templates (e.g. for a housekeeping book) and calculations
reference budgets for 7 household types
handbooks
further information and contact points (like debt counselling services)

According to an internal evaluation, clients of „budget advice“ are satisfied with the
service. It was also mentioned that counselling meetings also help to improve the
mental wellbeing of clients as they are able to reduce their money worries.
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When comparing clients of „Budget Advice“ and those of Debt Counselling services
interesting differences get evident. When it comes to gender (slightly more women
in budget advice), age (average 40), family status and income situation they are quite
similar. However, differences get obvious in the context of education and work
situation. 9% of clients of debt counselling services have an education at A-Level or
higher and 40% are jobless. Whereas 16% of all clients in the budget advice acquired
an A-Level degree or higher and 20% are jobless. Half of the persons within budget
advice don´t have to repay loans, 20% save money and 40% have a building loan
contract.
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KLARTEXT
www.klartext.at

Description & Objectives
Klartext is a preventive measure of Schuldnerberatung OÖ (debt counselling). They
aim to mentor and advise people to help them transform into responsible and selfdetermined consumers.
What they do:

̶

Transfer of skills and information in the context of the handling of personal
financial resources (e.g. household planning, budget management, financial
planning, talking about money, avoiding debts)

̶

Consciousness raising in the context of the own consuming behaviour (what
do I buy? How do I make purchase decisions? How does my consuming
behaviour affect my financial resources, my environment, my personal wellbeing?

̶

Demonstration of connections between personal consuming behaviours and
effects on the environment, society, the world.

̶

Interference on structural frameworks.

̶

Taking into account influencing factors on financial well-being based on the
concept of resilience, like optimism, financial knowledge, solution- and future
orientation, target setting, self-responsibility, relationship building, ability to
act and self-esteem.
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Activities & Results
Klartext offers a broad range of services: Personal budget advice, well-structured
and vivid online information, budget calculation as well as various workshops, which
should be mentioned here:
For apprentices: “Cash and Job”
For pupils: “cash@school”
For singles: „financial well being
For Parents: “mum, do I get this?“
For Couples: my money, your money, our money – financial well being
For multipliers: money and consumption.
For employment service-measures: “Cash for life” (for adults) and “Cash Flow” (for
young people).
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Austrian conclusions
The good practices in the previous section already depicted a broad range of
important training contents (as well as for various target groups) in the context of
financial literacy and an idea of didactic approaches. What stands out positively in all
the examples mentioned above, is that they offer financial trainings which directly
address every day life-needs of the participants.
Nevertheless, it might be assumed, that the given possibilities of financial education
are not accessible for all people who would benefit of such educational offers (many
services e.g. are only available in German).
Therefore, it is important to analyse needs of different people and to keep them in
mind for further development of financial literacy training measures.
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GOOD PRACTICES FROM THE UK
MONEY FOR LIFE INITIATIVE BY LLOYDS BANKING GROUP
Money for Life is a private initiative by Lloyds’ banking group (through Lloyds TSB,
Bank of Scotland and Halifax) aimed at improving the knowledge, confidence and
skills of UK communities. The Lloyds Banking Group invested £10 million in the
programme from 2010 to 2015.
The programme provides three accredited, fully funded training qualifications to give
teaching staff and community leaders the knowledge and the skills needed to deliver
money management sessions:
1.

Teach Me – an online bank of resources and a separate course with the
objective of enabling participants to run money management workshops.

2. Teach Others – a two-day course for community and advice workers which
give them the teaching skills to run the aforementioned workshops.
3. Money Mentors – a two-day course which provides college staff and
community workers the skills give one-to-one money management support.
Money for Life is a three-year programme inspiring a generation to make the most
of their money. From empowering you to feel confident and start talking openly about
money to providing high-quality training and crucial support systems; Money for Life
equips 16-25-year olds across the UK with the knowledge, life skills and provision
needed to manage their money.
Throughout the Money for Life programme, UK Youth is partnering with Youth
Scotland, Youth Cymru, Youth Action Northern Ireland, Youth Federation and over 150
youth organisations to deliver Money Masterclasses across the UK. Delivered by
peer educators, called Money Champions, alongside youth workers, the programme
will build practical money skills and confidence to empower thousands of young
people to make the most of their money and feel financially capable.
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“MyBnk” INITIATIVE
MyBnk is a UK charity that delivers expert-led financial education programmes to 725-year olds in schools and youth organisations. MyBnk provides a range of financial
education and enterprise workshops for children and young adults in schools and
youth organisations. This can be integrated for PSHE, Citizenship, Maths, Business
and Enterprise students as well as independent living and work programmes.
MyBnk takes a holistic approach to education, using real life case studies, colourful
resources, games, videos and links to popular culture to bring money to life.
Sessions challenge negative financial attitudes and build self-belief. They cater for
audio, visual and kinaesthetic learners with many extensions and ability variations.
Young people play a key role in helping their peers receive high quality and engaging
financial education in MyBnk sessions.
Several young people helped to co-create the UK’s first ever visual British Sign
Language money dictionary for those with sensory impairments, and gave feedback
on content and design for a pocket-sized Z-card filled with handy money
management tips for university students.
The Speakers’ Club, a group of ambassadors who have gone through our
programmes, represented MyBnk on an expert panel at the MAS Talk Money Week
Conference as well as appearing in the press and long-term case studies.
Substance, an independent research group, found 7-11-year olds can defer
gratification and start saving if exposed to expert-led financial education at primary
school age.
They are also able to understand new knowledge such as banking, gain skills like
budgeting, forge habits including resisting temptation and conceptualise the future
by recognising the consequences of financial decisions.
The academic year-long study analysed data from 1,444 pupils and 187 teachers at
86 schools and control groups.
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Dramatic improvements in financial capability were detected with pupils reporting
low knowledge, confidence and regular saving patterns. Sessions including videos,
manga comics, games and role play covered the value of money, consumer choices,
mindsets and prioritisation. Four hours of face-to-face expert-led sessions were
supported with six hours of teacher resources and four hours of family activities.
In 2017/18, MyBnk had the privilege of working directly with 33,458 young people
across the youth sector. In that time, MyBnk have delivered 6,108 hours of face-toface training through 287 hosts in 62 local authorities nationwide. Major independent
evaluations have proven MyBnk’s participants develop positive money behaviours,
start to save, reduce debts and avoid eviction. New partnerships saw MyBnk teach
students how to cope with money at university and help primary school pupils
connect energy efficiency with money management.
Preventing youth homelessness - The Money House
Nearly a thousand 16-25-year olds, in care or sheltered accommodation, took part
in a two-year impact study of ‘The Money House’ project in London.
It demonstrated dramatic reductions in the number of vulnerable young people being
evicted from UK social housing. Findings from independent evaluators, ERS, found
participants were now three times less likely to have unsustainable arrears and
there was a 64% drop in evictions for those ‘at risk’ of losing their home.
There were also large reductions in instances of financial and digital exclusion for
those who were unbanked and had never saved or budgeted: 54% were now saving,
35% budgeting, 75% now had a current account and 44% use online banking.
Evaluators found over £300,000 in direct savings for housing providers in this
project alone.

British conclusions
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Start early
Evidence tells us that children’s attitudes about money are well developed by the
age of seven. So, incorporating learning about the world of money into teaching from
an early time, has increased benefits for the recipients in the long-term.

Put learning into practice
Providing financial literacy learners with a combination of in-class and experiential
learning has been shown to be most effective. Organising savings banks and
supporting groups of learners to open bank accounts and having the opportunity to
manage a budget, helps them learn to manage their money in a practical way.

Make the most of everyday events
Financial education can be particularly effective if it coincides with the opportunities
provided for the learners to put it into practice. For example, more detailed learning
about specific financial actions and responsibilities, and the relevant curricula, could
coincide with the steps learners, and in particular, marginalised communities and
refugees need to take in order to set up their financial infrastructure.

Involve community leaders and representatives
As in other areas of learning, financial education will be most successful when
respected person and community leaders are engaged too. Inviting these key
stakeholders to get involved in experiential financial learning activities, can
encourage other community members to develop their learning together.

Measure your success
Making use of an ‘Outcomes Framework’ for trainers and learners allows both
parties to measure their success, and monitor their financial literacy as part of the
process of financial education.

